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ABSTRACT
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the most used methodology for assessing the
environmental impacts of products, such as food. Comparison between
products should be based on a common functional unit (FU). The FU
describe a function or functions of the product against which life cycle
impacts should be related to. For the food products nutritional value is not
typically present in mass-based FUs, which are the most used FUs in current
LCA studies. This poses a methodological challenge solving of which this
dissertation contributes to. Furthermore, good nutrition is a central
sustainability issue per se and thus should be considered alongside
environmental impacts while defining sustainable food products.
This dissertation develops and analyses ways to link nutritional aspects
into LCA of food so that relevant additional information can be achieved
compared to the current LCA practice. Its focus is at analysing the
applicability of various different FUs at a product and portion level where a
primary consumer choice operates. The alternative FUs are: 1) a mass- or
volume-based FU for product per se; meaning that there is no special
attention paid to the nutritional quality of product, 2) a mass-based FUs for
individual nutrients; meaning that individual nutrients in a product are
separately considered, 3) the nutrient indexes of products; meaning that
many nutrients in a product are considered at the same time, and 4)
standardised portions; meaning the LCA for lunches based on the lunch plate
model. The nutrient index approach introduced utilizes a nutrient index
based on recommended nutrients used as an FU and combines it with the
separate nutrient index based on restricted nutrients. By carrying out this
assessment in combination with LCA, sustainable food products can be
defined. At product level, a product group specific approach is emphasized,
and protein source foods are highlighted as an example of a product group.
All together 66 food products and 29 lunches consisting of 27 food items
were assessed using LCA for climate impact as an impact category.
According to the results the use of a nutrient index based on
recommended nutrients as an FU is proposed to be, currently, the most
suitable general methodology for including nutrition in a food LCA on a
product scale. The approach is compatible with the idea of an FU as a
description of the benefits of a product. The index which consists of nutrients
to be limited is proposed to be combined with these indexes while defining
sustainable products. Mass-based FUs for individual nutrients is, instead,
proposed to be applied only restrictedly in the cases of scare but essential
nutrients which exist only in a few food products.
The use of the standardised portion as an FU provides relevant additional
information related to the LCA of individual products, such as meat or
vegetables, which alone are not able to provide adequate nutrient
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composition intake. The plate model is well-known and the visual element
makes it easy to understand. Hence, this kind of FU is particularly usable in
generic nutrition and environmental education and counselling.
In the common scientific and popular discourse, the message has been
clear when reasoning for sustainable food consumption: one should avoid
animal-based foods, particularly beef because beef has by far the greatest
environmental impact. According to the results of this dissertation, however,
particularly beef, in addition to for example hemp seeds, would benefit from
the inclusion of nutrition criteria in food LCA on a product scale. The same
issue can partly be seen at a more general level also on the portion scale
when nutrition is included in the food LCA. Mixed home-made lunches
resulted in 2-6 times more potential climate impacts than vegetarian and
vegan lunches. In comparison, the climate impact of beef is 15-fold compared
to soybeans (without impacts from land use change) as an uncooked food
ingredient in a kilo-basis assessment. The difference between eatable
products, i.e. fried beef and cooked soybeans, is only three-fold. According to
the assessment on the portion scale, the choice of salad also makes a
substantial difference from the point of view of the climate impact if grown in
greenhouses. The choice of starch, even rice, was without major implications
in the context of the plate model, due to variation in (typical) portion sizes.
Based on the results, the whole picture of the climate impact can be
received, only, by including into the assessment 1) the production processes
that lead to eatable products and by the inclusion of 2) the combination the
functions of the food groups, which have different specific roles in the
nutrition. The implications of this aspect should be investigated in more
detail on a diet scale: i.e. to what extent beef and other products with high
climate impacts and a high nutritional value per kg are relevant for inclusion
in a sustainable diet.
In summary, nutrition should be taken into account in versatile ways in
the food LCA. Each assessment pattern assessed in this dissertation has its
own strength, and vice versa none of the methods can provide an all-inclusive
understanding. In this dissertation, the index approach was applied to foods
regarded as protein sources, but further research is needed on applying this
to other food groups in a product group specific approach. Furthermore,
evaluation of the lunches in relation to an application of the nutrient index
for meals should also be done in further research. Finally, the approaches in
this dissertation are linked to the diet level by specific features or on a
knowledge-basis, but to gain an overall picture of the nutrition, health and
the environmental impacts of food consumption, a comprehensive
assessment on a dietary scale is needed. In dietary scale research, it is
important to include the product system required to achieve eatable
products, including the preparation phase, so that all ingredients and energy
use are taken into account. Strategic self-sufficiency of nutrition has an
imperative role in every nation; therefore such research should be ongoing in
Finland, too.
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Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
Environmental detriments are faced both globally and locally. Industrialized
forms of agriculture, alongside our reliance on fossil fuels, have been main
drivers towards an unsustainable situation (Rockström et al., 2009). Food
production and consumption are strongly linked to practically all the
environmental detriments and critical planetary boundaries (Rockström et
al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015), but most essentially to biochemical flows,
land-systems and genetic diversity.
Environmental impacts of food production and consumption can be
assessed in various ways. The basic means for distinguishing between
different assessments are the classifications of an action- or site-based
(vertical) and a life-cycle-based (horizontal) assessment. In contrast to
action- or site-based assessments, a life-cycle-based assessment of product
takes into account impacts not only from actions at the site of production but
also includes impacts from input industry and transportation needed for the
production. In the life-cycle assessment (LCA), which is an established and
widely used life-cycle-based assessment method, emissions and related
environmental impacts are also allocated to the amount of production they
represent, resulting in a measure of environmental efficiency. This approach
provides insight into environmental impacts along the production chain or
web, but they typically lose touch with absolute impacts and carrying
capacity of a target environmental element. The strength of the approach is
in its suitability for comparisons particularly at the product level.
Food consumption is a complex and sensitive issue. Ultimately, it
maintains the physical ability to function, reproduce, grow and survive by
providing the energy needed and the essential and beneficial nutrients, but
on the other hand, too high an intake of energy or some of the nutrients is
associated with negative health impacts. These nutrients with negative health
impacts in typical portions are commonly referred to in food education
nutrition guidelines and literature as nutrients to be limited or restricted,
disqualifying or harmful nutrients. Individual foods, substances that we eat,
typically contain both essential or beneficial and harmful nutrients. While
nutrients relate to individual foods or diet, i.e. what we eat, nutrition
illustrates the state of an individual or a nation, for example, regarding
nutrient intake. It can also mean a corresponding abstract concept. Beyond
nutrition, food expresses culture and it offers pleasure directly via tasting
experience and indirectly via social intercourse related to eating, making
food consumption even more complex.
In safeguarding human health (Whitmee et al., 2014), a very strong
message has been given: “A fundamental principle for the improvement and
maintenance of human health should address present inequities in health
and protect the health of future generations as far as possible while
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preserving the integrity of the biophysical systems, upon which humanity
ultimately depends.” While biosphere integrity is not yet quantifiable in the
planetary boundary context (Steffen et al., 2015) nor in LCA, climate change
has a more robust quantitative basis. Therefore, global warming potential
(GWP) is one of the most commonly used impact indicators in LCA. Food
production and consumption have a significant impact on climate. Food
consumption from “farm to fork” accounts for 20-30 % of climate impact
causing greenhouse gas emissions human of origin, globally (Tukker et al.,
2011). The livestock sector solely accounts for 14.5 % of global emissions,
from which 65 % come from ruminants (FAO, 2017a). Total greenhouse gas
emissions related to food production are forecasted to rise with global
population increase (Tilman and Clark, 2014); however emissions from other
human activities have been growing even faster (FAO, 2017b). In Finland, 914 % of climate impact is caused by agricultural and food production
(Seppälä et al., 2011; Virtanen et al., 2011). Food, in turn, accounts for 21 % of
the GHG emissions of household consumption (Seppälä et al. 2011).
The environmental impacts of food production clearly have to be reduced
globally. It is, however, not enough to make food production more ecoefficient, but food consumption also has to be changed (Bryngelsson et al.
2016; Garnett, 2011). A dietary change to a more eco-efficient diet is crucial
particularly in western industrial countries. At the same time, ongoing
dietary change in the developing countries should not continue towards diets
with low eco-efficiency, such as the western kind of diet – as it is currently
doing. Both diets and ways of producing them should be developed towards
eco-efficiency (Garnett, 2011), acknowledging the fact that such
environmental adaptations can only push (population) growth further but
not remove its limits.
Dietary change is a challenging task. Consumption, including food
consumption, relates strongly to the everyday life of people, and its practices
(Warde, 2005). According to the theories of practice, “a ‘practice’ is a
routinized type of behaviour which consists of several elements,
interconnected to one another: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental
activities, ‘things’ and their use, a background knowledge in the form of
understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge.”
(Reckwitz, 2002, 249). Thus, practices consist of both doings and sayings;
understandings, procedures and engagements (Warde, 2005). According to
Warde (2005), “consumption might be considered a dispersed practice, one
that occurs often and on many different sites, but is not an integrated
practice. People mostly consume without registering or reflecting that that is
what they are doing because they are, from their point of view, actually doing
things like driving, eating or playing. They only rarely understand their
behaviour as ‘consuming’”. Consumption is thus not itself a practice but is a
part of almost every practice. Theories of practice emphasize processes like
habituation, routine, practical consciousness, tacit knowledge and tradition,
and according to these theories, performance in a familiar practice is often
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neither fully conscious nor reflective (Warde, 2005). This kind of view of
food consumption forms a framework for this dissertation. It appears
particularly in Article II, where a communication tool is developed, but it also
indirectly affects the ultimate goal of this dissertation to include nutrition in
food LCA, because nutrition and the role of nutrients in the different kinds of
foods relate profoundly to food consumption and eating as a practice
(although there are also other factors affecting eating).
Total sustainability of food is, however, beyond the environmental
impacts and resource sufficiency of food production. According to the
European Commission (EU, 2016): “For food, a sustainable system might be
seen as encompassing a range of issues such as security of the supply of
food, health, safety, affordability, quality, a strong food industry in terms of
jobs and growth and, at the same time, environmental sustainability, in
terms of issues such as climate change, biodiversity, water and soil quality.”
Particlularly protein has been a topic of self-sufficiency and dietary
discussion since the 1970s. At first this included the protein gap, which was
later strongly questioned (Semba 2017), leading at present to a lively
discussion on novel protein sources and ingredients and their prospects for
commercialisation (Henchion et al., 2017). These various issues should be
considered in parallel, but the task is naturally challenging.
Good nutrition is a central sustainability issue. Food and nutrition are
related to several of the UN’s sustainable development goals, particularly
goal number 2 Zero hunger, number 3 Good health and well-being, and
number 12 Responsible consumption and production (UN, 2015). All these
goals emphasize dietary change to more sustainable diet.
There are several definitions of a sustainable diet (Garnett, 2014). FAO’s
(2010) definition is one of the most all-inclusive: “Sustainable diets are those
diets with low environmental impacts which contribute to food and nutrition
security and to healthy life for present and future generations. Sustainable
diets are protective and respectful of biodiversity and ecosystems, culturally
acceptable, accessible, economically fair and affordable; nutritionally
adequate, safe and healthy; while optimizing natural and human resources.”
A sustainable diet consists of food products which are in accordance with
a sustainable diet. The LCA offers a solid framework to assess sustainability
impacts of products. The LCA approach provides valuable information for
consumers and production chain players, both acting as decision makers who
can steer consumption and the production of food to be more sustainable.
The most established and widely used LCA methods are for the assessment of
environmental impacts, while methods for the assessment of other
sustainability impacts, for example social impacts, are much more in their
infancy. However, current practice concerning environmental LCA for food
products largely ignores the nutritional quality of food (Nemecek et al., 2016;
Notarnicola et al., 2017a), although it is a fundamental feature of food. This
ignorance is one of the largest weaknesses in the current practise
(Notarnicola et al., 2017a) and is thus one of the most important
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development tasks in a field of food LCA. In the longer run, this is also a
question of equity approaching what the trade-off should be between a highly
nutritional diet and environmental and social impacts somewhere along the
global supply chain.
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 STATE OF THE ART IN FOOD LIFE CYCLE
ASSESSMENT
2.1.1 BASIC FEATURES OF LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a baseline methodology to assess life cycle
impacts of products and services. LCA means that ideally the entire
production-consumption system is considered; it is also called a cradle-tograve approach. In practice, narrower system boundaries are also applied: in
food LCA for individual products (e.g. Baldini et al., 2016) and even for diets
(Pernollet et al., 2016) the product system is often used for the stream up to
retail or just to the farm gate, and thus excluding for example a
consumer/use phase.
LCA is based on the International Standard 14040 –series (ISO
14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006), and several further methodological
developments have been carried out and guidelines have been published,
such as the ILCD (The International Reference Life Cycle Data System)
handbook published by the European Commission Joint Research Centre
(EU/JRC, 2017). The ILCD handbook consists of a set of documents that are
in line with the ISO 14 040 –series (EU/JRC, 2017).
Initially LCA covered only environmental aspects, but is now extended to
socio-economic issues (UNEP/SETAC, 2009) and societal life cycle costs
(UNEP, 2011; UNEP/SETAC, 2009). While the LCA initially had been
developed for the assessment of industrial products, its scope has been
widened to include bio-based products such as food (Notarnicola et al.,
2012). In recent decades and in recent years the scope has been further
broadened to even include organizations (UNEP/SETAC, 2015). On the other
hand, the methodology has been challenged by the assessment of bio-based
products, as their system boundary includes biological processes to a large
extent (Notarnicola et al., 2017a; Soussana, 2014). The improvements, in this
sense, are dealt with more in detail in section 2.1.3.
Players in production chains can improve their environmental
performance and their performance in other areas of responsibility by using
LCA which is based on extensive primary data, i.e. production-chain-specific
data (e.g. Katajajuuri et al., 2014; Article I), and a wide range of impact
categories. Doing so reduces the risk of partial optimization, because the
entire production-consumption chain and relevant categories are included in
the assessment, and based on that, related hotspots can be identified.
Information produced by the LCA can be utilized – and is utilized - also in
consumer (e.g. Jungbluth et al. 2000; Nissinen et al., 2007) and customer
(Schau and Fet, 2008) information. LCA is also very much utilized as a
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science-based research method nowadays, and a majority of the scientific
literature on the food LCA provides scientifically sound knowledge on the
sustainability of products (see more in sections 2.1.3 and 2.3). This method
often relies on so called secondary data, which means general level data, such
as national or sector-wise statistics, extrapolative data from LCA databases
and LCA literature, etc. These kinds of studies provide relevant information
particularly for educational and political purposes.
The LCA can be comparative or descriptive both in chain specific
assessments for certain products and in more general level assessments for
average products (ISO 14 040-series). Another borderline is between
attributional and consequential LCA (Earles and Halog, 2011; Hospido et al.,
2010). While attributional LCA is descriptive of material and energy flows
along the production-consumption chain and the related impact on the
environment, the consequential LCA assesses consequential environmental
impacts of decisions in the context of markets. As they have different
orientation, they can be seen as complementary approaches.
As an assessment practice LCA includes four main stages: scope and goal
definition, inventory assessment, impact assessment and interpretation. The
scope and goal definition consists of a description of the product to be
assessed, the aim(s) of the study, and the methodological decisions and
definitions to be used in the study. The main methodological decisions
include the setting of system boundaries, the choice of functional unit (FU)
or units, definition of data requirements, and the choice of impact categories
and impact indicators to be used in the impact assessment stage. The setting
of system boundaries includes decisions on the phases and processes which
are intended to be included in the study as well as inputs to them and outputs
from them. Figure 1 outlines the coverage of a typical food LCA: a product
system and coverage of inventory assessment, impact assessment and life
cycle interpretation.
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Figure 1. Coverage of a typical food LCA. Illustration of system boundaries of a product system in a
typical food LCA, and coverage of inventory assessment, impact assessment and life cycle
interpretation respectively stylized according to ISO 14000:2006 and ISO 14044:2006. A product
system includes core and side processes during the life cycle of a product “from cradle to grave”. A
product is produced in the core production chain step by step via intermediate products from
phases in the production chain, ending in the consumption of the final product in the use phase at
home (or other consumption place, such as a restaurant or canteen). The wide arrows in core
production chain illustrate product(s). The inventory assessment collects data on material and
energy flows linked to the processes, and measures, models or calculates the related emissions, and
allocate material and energy flows and emissions to related products, which have also been
identified and quantified in the inventory assessment. Material and energy flows are not explicitly
visible in the picture, but they belong inherently to the processes. Emissions are characterized as
impact category results in the impact assessment phase. Alongside this quantitative assessment
other, usually non-quantifiable environmental aspects are identified. All this information is
interpreted during the work and is finally used to form conclusions about the environmental impacts
of a product.

The inventory phase consists of selecting the data sources, data extraction
and measurements, and calculation or modelling the emissions of different
operations in the life cycle of the product. In the impact assessment phase,
emissions are classified and characterized according to the chosen impact
assessment method, i.e. the emissions are aggregated using specific
characterization factors. According to the LCA standard, classification and
characterization are mandatory for all LCA studies (ISO 14040:2006; ISO
14044:2006). Impact indicators operating in this level are called midpoint
indicators (Amani and Schiefer, 2011; Bare et al., 2000; Bare and Gloria,
2008; EC/JRC, 2010). They do not give information about change or damage
in the target environmental system but represent potential impacts. To go
further, normalization and aggregation of the midpoint impacts can also be
applied by making value judgements for the midpoint impacts. In that case,
an impact assessment is based on endpoint indicators (Amani and Schiefer,
2011; Bare et al., 2000; Bare and Gloria, 2008; EC/JRC, 2010). These
indicators illustrate change in the target environmental element or system
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(i.e. the target to be protected). Parallel use of midpoint and endpoint
indicators is recommended (EC/JRC, 2010).
If midpoint indicators are used the final outcome of the assessment is
typically expressed in equivalents, for example CO2 equivalents for climate
impacts and PO4 equivalents for potential eutrophication (EC/JRC, 2010).
Endpoint indicators are not as well established as midpoint indicators and
thus they are not used as frequently. They also vary considerably with the
assessment methods. They could consist, for example, of damage points for
ecosystem damage or Daily Adjusted Living Years (DALY) for human health
impacts (EC/JRC, 2010).
According to the LCA standard (ISO 14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006),
interpretation is not just an independent, final phase of the study but it is
present in all phases of the LCA. LCA is an iterative method, and so it utilizes
information gained and understanding grown along with the work and goes
backwards if needed. For example, uncertainty and sensitivity analyses,
which are parts of the interpretation, may lead to a need to collect additional
data on a certain part of the product system. The interpretation of the results
is done in line with the goal and scope of the study and related
methodological choices (ISO 14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006). In the final
conclusions on the environmental performance of a product, other
environmental aspects related to product system are taken into account
alongside the selected environmental impacts which have been quantitatively
assessed in the impact assessment (ISO 14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006).
Interpretation of results often includes comparison with reference
product(s), but it is not mandatory and depends on the goal of the study (ISO
14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006).
An LCA process typically includes various sources of uncertainty related
to model imprecision, input uncertainty and data variability (ISO
14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006). There is typically a shortage of good quality
data regarding at least some processes in a product system. Emission models
utilized for obtaining the emission factors for inputs or activities of product
system are often incomplete and the factors may be approximate. According
to the LCA standard, uncertainty introduced in the results of an inventory
analysis should be quantified in a systematic uncertainty analysis (ISO
14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006). There are a range of methods to be used in
uncertainty analysis (Heijungs and Huijbregts, 2004), but a common
practice is still developing (e.g. Groen and Heijungs, 2017). Sources of the
main uncertainties have to be at least recognized and described in any LCA
study.
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2.1.2

FUNCTIONAL UNIT AS A CRUCIAL FEATURE OF
COMPARATIVE LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT
According to the LCA methodology, comparison should be based on
consistent methodological choices and, particularly, on a common functional
unit (FU) (ISO 14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006). The FU should describe a
function or functions of the product to be assessed, and it should be chosen
in accordance with the goal and the scope of the study. The features of
workable FUs are discussed in Article III.
In general, the choice of the FU is a critical step because the FU
conclusively affects the results of the study (Cerutti et al., 2013; Masset et al.,
2014; Martínez-Blanco et al., 2010; Salou et al., 2017; van der Werf and
Salou, 2015). Recent food LCA studies have concluded, for example, that a
mass-based FU cannot properly express all the differences in environmental
impacts between intensive and extensive, or conventional and organic,
agricultural production, particularly in respect to locally appearing impacts
(Cerutti et al., 2013; Salou et al., 2017; van der Werf and Salou, 2015), such
as eutrophication and biodiversity. In these situations, an FU based on area,
e.g. ha, are suggested alongside mass-based FUs. Utilizing area-based FUs
may be a highly relevant approach for local decision-makers, for example.
The problem here however is that an area-based FU does not relate directly
to the products and thus it prevents comparison between consumer products.
Development of more site-specific impact indicators might be needed to
solve this problem. On the other hand, economic result can also be of interest
from the producers’ point of view, for example, and thus the amount of euros
earned may be a relevant FU for producers. It is obvious that impacts per
unit of earnings are not necessarily correlated with impacts per unit of
produced product (Cerutti et al., 2013; van der Werf and Salou, 2015).
Concerning products and the nutritional function of food, the nutritional
quality of agricultural products may depend, for example, on the variety,
agricultural practices and climatic circumstances (Schreiner, 2005), and thus
for a given product, a mass-based FU may confer different LCA results than
an FU based on nutritional quality (Martínez-Blanco et al., 2010). The
applicability of nutritional FUs is strongly dependent on the data available
for the LCA study. For example, Martínez-Blanco et al. (2010) compared the
impact of different fertilizing practices to the environmental impacts of
cauliflowers using five different FUs, 1 t of commercial yield, 1 commercial
fruit, 1 kg of commercial dry matter, 1 kg of sinapic acid derivatives content,
and 1 kg total phenol content. This kind of approach demands very detailed
data on both practices in the production chain and product quality. It is not
applicable in current LCA practice, and hence not applicable for consumer
sustainability education or for supporting political decision-making, but it is
a very interesting development path.
Energy content is an important nutritional property of food, and thus
question is open if that is a relevant basis for determining an FU. An energybased FU (per J or kcal) would lead to a different outcome to a mass-based
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FU (per g) in relation to the nutritional quality of a food product (Masset et
al., 2014). Masset et al. (2014) highlighted the role of the scope of the study
in choosing a relevant FU by stating that the choice of a functional unit
should ultimately depend on the intended application. They concluded that
neither energy-based nor mass-based FUs seem ideal and that it may be
confusing for stakeholders to see both units coexisting. They analysed these
two FUs in relation to nutritional quality of foods and food prices.
However, for the food products nutritional value is not typically present in
mass-based FUs, such as kilogrammes or grams, which are the most used
FUs in current LCA studies of food products (Schau and Fet, 2008). This
poses a methodological challenge which has been increasingly dealt with in
LCA studies in recent years. It is further discussed in section 2.3, and it is
also focused on in Article III.

2.1.3

STATE OF THE ART IN THE APPLICATIONS OF FOOD LIFE
CYCLE ASSESSMENT
An early-stage application of LCA to agricultural products started as early as
the 1970s, but full-scale applications to food products started in the 1990s.
Development was slow at the outset, but it has exploded in recent ten years.
In the beginning, it was about introducing the methodological framework for
food products, and lately the subject has been spread and deepened
(Nemecek et al., 2016).
Most recently, the focus of LCA food applications has shifted to so called
hotspot-products, such as beef (review by de Vries et al. (2015)) and other
animal-based products (reviews of milk by Baldini et al., 2017, seafood
Cashion et al., 2016, other products Marton et al., 2017; McAuliffe et al.,
2016) which are typically much more of burden than plant-based products
assessed per mass. Studies have also focussed on more special products
(Amienyo et al., 2013; Avadi et al., 2014; Figueiredo et al. 2017; Ingwersen,
2012; Rosa et al., 2017), meat-substitutes (Smetana et al., 2015; Halloran et
al., 2016), food ingredients (Draaisma et al., 2013) and comparisons of
specific techniques or inputs in production chains (Avadi et al., 2014; De
Marco et al., 2015; Figueiredo et al., 2017; Kebreab et al., 2016; Reckmann et
al., 2016), or intensity of production particularly in animal production
(Ogino et al., 2016; Huerta et al., 2016). Research on food-based bio-waste
has also been increasing due to a growing awareness of its magnitude and
role in the life-cycle-impacts of the food sector globally (zu Ermgassen et al.,
2016; Gutierrez et al., 2017; Hansen et al. 2017; Williams and Wikström,
2011).
There were, and still are, some challenges resulting from the fact that LCA
was initially developed for manufactured industrial products. Biological
processes in agriculture and their related environmental impacts are crucial
to understand in LCAs on food products (Notarnicola et al., 2017a; Soussana,
2014). The basic challenges have been mostly overcome by adapting different
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kinds of modelling approaches to biological and environmental processes in
the inventory analysis (Nemecek et al., 2016), or using commonly accepted
assessment methodology, such as IPCC methodology for these processes in
the assessment of climate impact. These methods provide a reasonable basis
for an assessment in general, but there is still a need for methodological
improvement regarding modelling of different production practices, for
example organic production (Meier et al., 2016; Notarnicola et al., 2017a),
crop rotation (Brankatschk and Finkebeiner, 2015; Goglio et al., 2017) and
mixed-production of farm animals and crops (Marton et al., 2017). Also,
emission models and impact assessments should be better linked to local
circumstances in some impact categories (Notarnicola et al., 2017a), such as
eco-toxicity (Rosenbaum et al., 2015) and eutrophication. Additionally,
linkage between LCA and natural capital, i.e. the use and maintenance of
natural resources, is one of the current challenges related to natural
processes (Soussana, 2014).
In terms of data production, LCA is a labour intensive technique, and is
thus expensive particularly if it is applied in a production-chain-specific way.
As a scientific method LCA has extensively been used to produce generic
information about environmental impacts related to products or product
categories in order to provide a general view and understanding of focal
points of impacts among the food products or along a typical productionconsumption chain of a product. Recently, methodological simplicity (e.g.
Pernollet et al., 2017) and LCA databases have been requested and databases
have also produced (e.g. Nemecek et al., 2015; Wernet et al., 2016).
Furthermore, uncertainty and sensitivity analyses related to data use in a
study have been highlighted related to this sort of general level LCA (Guo and
Myrphy, 2012). This is a relevant approach in general, but it is not sufficient
because it does not provide clear enough information to the actors in
production chains to form a basis for improvements of their processes, or to
consumers to establish a basis for making purchasing decisions between
products within a product category (which in turn would provide incentives
for making improvements in a production chain). These tasks call for a
chain-specific-LCA based on data from the production chain in question.
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2.2 NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION FOR CONSUMERS AND
NUTRITION GUIDELINES
2.2.1

FRAMEWORK FOR APPROACHES OF NUTRITIONAL
EDUCATION FOR CONSUMERS
Nutritional education for consumers and published nutrition guidelines seek
to influence consumer knowledge, awareness, attitudes and skills concerning
healthy eating (Hawkes, 2013). This area utilizes several approaches and
tools (Figure 2). In addition to be utilized as a basis for food, nutrition and
health policies the nutrition guidelines are utilized in diet- and health-related
activities and programmes and in developing educational materials for
consumers and food-related services (Fogelholm, 2016).

Figure 2. Framework for approaches of nutritional education for consumers and related tools.

At the centre of nutritional education for consumers are nutritional
recommendations which are based on scientific evidence on nutrition and its
public health effects (Fogelholm, 2016). The nutrition recommendations
essentially represent nutrient-based dietary guidelines (NBDG), which
include quantitative nutrient-based guidelines on the recommended
minimum daily intake of beneficial nutrients and the recommended
maximum daily intake of nutrients that are harmful to health in a typical
portion (Fogelholm, 2016). The guidelines refer to population reference
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intakes, average requirements, adequate intake levels and the lower
threshold intakes (EFSA, 2017.) In addition to these daily reference values
(DRV), the nutrition recommendations often include food-based guidance.
These typically include portion sizes and consumption frequencies for foods
at the food category level (Fogelholm, 2016), and guidance to increase or
reduce the consumption of certain foods, for example to increase the
consumption of fruits and vegetables and to reduce the consumption of red
meat (e.g. National Nutrition Council, 2014). This type of guidance is
typically based on epidemiological evidence, current consumption patterns
and related public health concerns (EFSA, 2017; Fogelholm, 2016). The main
target of the nutritional recommendations is to provide information to health
professionals, nutrition educators, and policymakers, who use this
information when working with the general public (Bushman, 2017). The
nutritional recommendations (in the NBDG approach) have been converted
into additional or substitutive food-based dietary guidelines (FBDG), but
they still remain as central nutrition guidelines, for example, in the US (HHS
and USDA, 2015) and Nordic countries (Nordic Council of Ministers, 2014).
In many countries, a food-based visual tool for nutrition guidelines has
been applied, such as a food pyramid, a food wheel or circle, or a plate model
(Montagnese et al., 2015; Smitasiri and Uauy, 2007). Furthermore, the Food
and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and the World Health Organization
(WHO) have promoted these kinds of tools by producing and updating (all
kinds of) FBDGs for two decades already (Clay, 1997). These visual foodbased tools illustrate how much different kinds of foods should be consumed
on average and proportionally if good nutrition is sought, and so they are
supposed to help consumers to establish a healthy balanced diet or meal and
to prevent diet-related diseases. In addition to being easy-to-understand,
FBDGs can be incorporated into cultural, ethical, social and family meanings
of food (Clay, 1997). In that sense FBDGs may be more easily acceptable than
NBDGs. On the other hand, it has recently been discovered that foods can
include components or other features that are associated more clearly than
nutrients with health (Fogelholm, 2016). There are several examples. One of
them is that there is growing evidence that microbes affect human health
beyond nutrients (Derrien and van Hylckama Vlieg, 2015). Another example
is phenols, which are not essential nutrients but may favourably affect the
human genome (Alissa and Fwerns, 2017). Phenols also affect the gut
microbiome, mostly inhibiting the growth of harmful microbes (Singh et al.,
2017). Furthermore, the question may be about the “food matrix”, food as
whole (Fogelholm, 2016; Thorning et al., 2017), and that actually the entire
diet may even play a significant role in shaping the gut microbiome, for
example, thus affecting human health indirectly (Portune et al., 2017; Singh
et al., 2017). However, there is still a need for advanced scientific knowledge
before microbiome-based dietary recommendations, for example, can be
established (Portune et al., 2017).
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Initially nutrition guidelines have been focused on nutritionally relevant
dietary patterns, but recently they have been linked to other sustainability
issues, such as cultural acceptability (Monteiro et al., 2015), environmentally
sustainable food consumption (Monteiro et al., 2015), and physical activity,
in particular (Becker et al., 2004; Monteiro et al., 2015). The development of
integrative frameworks, guidelines and practices are still under way, and they
have been seldom translated into official government guidelines (Fischer and
Garnett, 2016; Hawkes, 2013), and are not usually fully integrated (Fischer
and Garnett, 2016). However, wider sustainability issues have been included
in the official FBDGs for example in Brazil (Monteiro et al., 2015; Ministry of
Health of Brazil, 2014) and Qatar (Seed, 2014). The Finnish Nutrient
Recommendations (National Nutrition Council, 2014) represent NBDG (a
verbal and quantitative approach), while the Mediterranean Food Pyramid
(Mediterranean Diet Foundation, 2017) is a specific visual approach to
nutrition guidelines which also includes wider sustainability aspects.
The quantitative nutrition recommendations and the visual tools based on
the food-based recommendations provide information and form a basis for
nutrition education and even advanced quantitative guidelines (for an
example of visualization of a food pyramid, see Mediterranean Diet
Foundation 2017). Advanced quantitative guidelines can also be a basis for
some nutrition education as these provide information.
According to Hawkes (2013), nutritional education actions consist of
three components: 1) providing information through communication
strategies (e.g. information campaigns, dietary advice in health service
settings), 2) providing skills that enable consumers to act on the information
provided (e.g. cookery, human growth), and 3) providing an enabling food
environment (e.g. marketing to children, making different foods available).
Contento (2008) put the same thing in words: “There are three essential
components to nutrition education: 1. A motivational component, where the
goal is to increase awareness and enhance motivation by addressing beliefs,
attitudes through effective communication strategies. 2. An action
component, where the goal is to facilitate people’s ability to take action
through goal setting and cognitive self-regulation skills. 3. An environmental
component, where nutrition educators work with policymakers and others to
promote environmental supports for action.”
Nutrition education is delivered by multiple practitioners, such as private
and public sectors and civil society, and it takes place in different settings
ranging from public sector canteens to grocery shops and homes (Hawkes,
2013). Both foods (e.g. fruits and vegetables) and nutrients (e.g. fats,
vitamins) can be included in the actions reacted to nutrient education
(Hawkes, 2013).
Advanced
quantitative
approaches
are
based
on
nutrient
recommendations but elaborate them further so that the information is more
aggregated and thus probably easier to understand and apply in every day
decision making and in building scientific knowledge. Diet quality scores
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(Waijers et al., 2007), the Healthy Eating Index, HEI (Kennedy et al., 1995;
Guenther et al., 2013) and various nutrient indexes and nutrient profiling
schemes (Azais-Braesco et al., 2006; Drewnowski and Fulgoni, 2014) are
good examples of this kind of approach. The HEI includes the entire diet,
while nutrient indexes and nutrient profiling typically focuses on products,
although some of them are applied to diet.

2.2.2

NUTRITION RECOMMENDATIONS/THE FINNISH NUTRITION
RECOMMENDATIONS
Nordic countries have a long tradition of developing nutrition
recommendations starting from 1980s: jointly negotiated Nordic
recommendations have been updated every eight years (Becker et al., 2004;
Fogelholm, 2013). The Finnish Nutrition Recommendations (National
Nutrition Council, 2014) equals to the Nordic recommendations (Nordic
Council of Ministers, 2014).
There are separate nutrition recommendations for adults, babies and
children under school aged, school-aged children and teenagers, and elderly
people in Finland. Nutrition recommendations for adults (hereafter the
Finnish Nutrition Recommendations, FNR 2014) are dealt with in more
detail in this section.
The FNR 2014 contains both NBDG and FBDG. The NBDG parts of the
FNR 2014 include the same components as the Nordic Nutrient
Recommendations, which are the following (adopted by Becker et al., 2004
with slight modification):
1) Recommended intake of fat, carbohydrates and protein as a
percentage of total energy intake (E%).
2) Recommendations for dietary fibre.
3) Recommended intake of vitamins and minerals.
4) Reference values for energy intake.
5) Recommendations for salt intake.
6) Recommendations for alcohol consumption.
There are recommended daily intakes, daily reference values (DRVs), for
ten vitamins (Table 1) and nine minerals (Table 2) on a mass-basis and for
proteins, carbohydrates and fatty acids on a proportion-basis related to
energy intake, i.e. as E% (Table 3), in the FNR 2014. In addition, there is a
recommendation on DRV for fibre, which is 25-35 g. Most of these DRVs are
utilized in Article III and the E% for proteins, carbohydrates and fat acids are
utilized in Article II. In addition, there is a recommendation on the nutrient
density of the entire diet for vitamins and minerals.
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Table 1. Daily reference values (DRVs) for vitamins according to the FNR 2014 (The National
Nutrition Council, 2014).
Women 31 – 60 y

Men 31 – 60 y

Vit A, RAE

700

900

Vit D, μg

10

10

Vit E, α-TE

8

10

Thiamin (Vit B1), mg

1,1

1,3

Ribflavin (Vit B2), mg

1,2

1,5

Niacin, NE

14

18

Vit B6, mg

1,2

1,6

Folate (Vit B9), μg

300

300

Vit B12, μg

2

2

Vit C, mg

75

75

Table 2. Daily Reference Values (DRVs) for minerals according to the FNR 2014 (The National
Nutrition Council, 2014).
Women 31 – 60 y

Men 31 – 60 y

Calcium, mg

800

800

Phosphorus, mg

600

600

Potassium, g

3,5

3,1

Magnesium, mg

350

280

Iron, mg

9

15

Zinc, mg

9

7

Copper, mg

0,9

0,9

Iodine, μg

150

150

Selenium, μg

60

50

Table 3. Recommended proportion of proteins, fatty acids and carbohydrates of total energy intake,
E%, for adults according to the FNR 2014 (National Nutrition Council, 2014).
E%
Proteins

10-20

Fatty acids

25-40
Monounsaturated fatty acids

10-20

Polyunsaturated fatty acids

5-10

Saturated fatty acids

< 10

Carbohydrates

45-60
Added sugar

< 10
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The FBDG parts of the FNR 2014 include a description of healthy diet and
guidance on recommended food choices. In the FNR 2014, the description of
a healthy diet utilizes the idea of the food pyramid by presenting a
visualization of a “food triangle”, as well as the plate model (for the
visualizations, see National Nutrition Council 2014).

2.2.3 THE PLATE MODEL
The plate model is a visual communication tool to help consumers to put
together a meal to match the recommendation of the NBDG. Different plate
models have already existed for thirty years, as the first ones emerged in 1987
(Camelon et al., 1998).
The plate model has been utilized in individual counselling, group settings
and public nutrition education. It is a powerful education tool because it
helps the learner connect theory to practice, it provides relevance to day-today activities, and it makes it possible to involve the learner in the
counselling occasion (Camelon et al., 1998).
There are actually several plate models which vary slightly from each
other. For example, in the UK the plate model is called the eatwell plate, and
it comprises starchy foods, non-dairy sources of protein, fruit and vegetables,
milk and dairy food, and food and drinks high in fat and/or sugar, which all
reserve their own sector of the plate (Harland et al., 2012).
According to the plate model presented in the FNR 2014, a half of the
plate is for vegetables, which may be salads with vegetable oil-based
dressings and/or warm vegetables. Another half should be divided into half
proteins and half carbohydrates (starchy food). Protein sources may be fish,
meat, eggs or plant-based protein-rich foods, such as legumes, nuts and
seeds. Carbohydrate-rich food consists of potatoes, wholegrain pasta or other
wholegrain side dishes. Skimmed milk or sour milk is recommended with the
meal, and water as a “thirst-quencher”. The plate model also includes
wholegrain bread with vegetable oil spread, and berries or fruit as dessert.

2.2.4 NUTRIENT INDEXES
While nutrition recommendations are focused on public health, entire diet
and individual nutrients, nutrient indexes, or nutrient profiling, are focused
on products and selected key nutrients representing the nutrient density of a
product by a single number (e.g. Azais-Braesco et al., 2006; Drewnowski,
2005). The basic idea of nutrient indexes is to provide aggregated, and thus
easy-to-understand, information on the nutritional quality of food products
to be used in a comparison (Drewnowski, 2005). They can be utilized in, e.g.,
nutrient counselling, nutrition education for consumers, and product
labelling (Drewnowski, 2005).
Several different kinds of nutrient indexes have been developed across the
world (e.g. Azais-Braesco et al., 2006; Drewnowski and Fulgoni, 2014). These
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are introduced in Article III, and the compatibility of nutrient indexes with
the LCA is also discussed.
Although focusing on products, nutrient indexes should be in accordance
with a healthy diet so that the ranking of products according to the nutrient
index should reflect a healthy diet composition (Azais-Braesco et al. 2006;
Darmon et al., 2009; Fulgoni et al., 2009). This has been used as a basis for
validating nutrient indexes (Fulgoni et al., 2009). Examining the consistency
between nutrient profiling and nutrient-based recommendations (Darmon et
al., 2009) and testing nutrient indexes against expert opinion (Azais-Braesco
et al. 2006; Scarborough et al., 2007) or against self-selected healthy diets
(Arambepola et al., 2008; Volatier et al., 2007) have been the ways to
validate nutrient indexes. In validation studies, nutrient indexes have been
proven capable of discriminating more-healthy products from less-healthy
products. From the nutrition science perspective, indexes which include both
recommended and restricted nutrients perform better than indexes based
solely on recommended nutrients (Fulgoni et al., 2009).

2.3 NUTRITION IN A CURRENT FOOD LIFE CYCLE
ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
2.3.1 WHOLE DIET SCALE
The LCA of diets has been a focus area of food LCA in past five years. Before
that there were just a couple of studies, of which the most important one was
a study on the environmental impacts of healthier diets in Europe by Tuckert
et al. (2011). It was one of the earliest studies that revealed that meat and
dairy foods are among the highest contributors to environmental impacts of
realized food consumption. It also revealed that food consumption is one of
the three main consumption areas which contribute the most to the
environmental impacts of consumption. There have also been a few Finnish
studies which have revealed the same things in Finland (Risku-Norja et al.,
2009; Seppälä et al., 2011; Virtanen et al., 2011).
Diet scale studies are based on varied designs. Diets may be based on
realized food consumption (Donati et al., 2016; Hadjikakou, 2017; Hoolohan
et al., 2013; Horgan et al., 2016; Sáez-Almendos et al., 2013; Sjörs et al.,
2016; Soret et al_2014), or they can be modelled (Gephart et al., 2016;
Horgan et al., 2016; Thaler et al., 2015; Ulaszewska et al., 2017), or a study
may be comparative including both types of diets (Friel et al., 2013;
Goldstein et al., 2016; Hendrie et al., 2014; Irz et al., 2016; Jensen et al.,
2015; Meier et al., 2013; Pairotti et al., 2015; Pernollet et al., 2017; Röös et
al., 2015; Saxe et al., 2012; Song et al., 2017; Temme et al., 2014; Tilman and
Clark, 2014; van Dooren et al., 2014). Realized diets in studies usually
present an average diet in a country, but sometimes the diets relate to some
restricted group of people (Donati et al., 2016; Soret et al., 2014), or diets on
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a global scale (Tilman and Clark, 2014). Additionally, the timespan of food
consumption varies from some days (Horgan et al., 2016) or one-week food
basket (Donati et al., 2016; Friel et al., 2013; Sjörs et al., 2016; Ulaszewska et
al., 2017) to a whole-year diet, however usually all of these are converted to
an average diet per day (Goldstein et al., 2016; Hadjikakou, 2017; Hendrie et
al., 2014; Meier et al., 2013; Pairotti et al., 2015; Röös et al., 2015; SáezAlmendos et al., 2013; Saxe et al., 2012; Song et al., 2017; Temme et al.,
2014; Thaler et al., 2015; van Dooren et al., 2014). In recent years, the
modelled diets in the studies are most often based on an argued view of a
research group (Pairotti et al., 2015; Röös et al., 2015; Saxe et al., 2012; Song
et al., 2017; van Dooren et al., 2014), or the model diets developed in earlier
projects (Ulaszewska et al., 2017), with attempts to ensure the nutritional
quality of the diets by adopting nutritional recommendations. However,
according to the review by Hallström et al. (2015), methods for scenario
development are one of the main methodological aspects which have a major
influence on the quality and results of dietary scenario studies. Additionally,
FUs vary between the studies (Hallström et al. 2015): the results may be
expressed, for example, per diet per person/year, month, week or day (e.g.
Donati et al., 2016; Saxe et al., 2012; Soret at al.,2014; Pairotti et al., 2015),
or per energy unit (J or kcal) per day (Röös et al., 2015). For some studies,
the compared diets are adjusted to include a certain amount of energy or
protein (e.g. Saxe et al., 2012). None of these methodological choices are
standardised, and different choices have their strengths and weaknesses.
Aside from varied nutritional quality, it is notable that system boundaries
of product systems in diet LCAs vary (Hallström et al., 2015). Environmental
modelling for foods included in diets has usually been limited to include life
cycle phases until the farm gate, but some of the studies include at least some
post-farm phases or aspects, such as post-farm losses in the study by
Goldstein et al. (2016). Furthermore, most of the studies follow an
attributional approach to the LCA, but there are some consequential LCA
studies (Goldstein et al., 2016). Even impact categories vary: the climate
impact is the most often assessed impact category, but some studies include a
much broader suite of impact categories (e.g. Goldstein et al., 2016; Pernollet
et al., 2017; Tucker et al., 2011). These methodological choices may
significantly affect the results and the conclusions, as Goldstein et al. (2016)
and Hallström et al. (2015) have also argued.
Incomplete consideration of nutrition can be seen as one of the main
weaknesses of the LCA application on a dietary scale (Perignon et al, 2016).
As Perignon et al. (2016) express in their review article: “…nutritional
adequacy was rarely or only partially assessed, thereby compromising the
assessment of diet sustainability”. While in their early stages, dietary scale
studies examined the whole diet representing a nutritional entity without
assessing nutritional quality properly; nowadays most of the studies assess
nutritional quality separately, alongside the assessment of environmental
impacts (e.g. Tilman and Clark, 2014). More recently, the nutritional and
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environmental quality of diets have been optimized against each other in
order to form a sustainable diet (Gephart et al., 2016; Song et al., 2017;
Tyszler et al., 2014) or even an individually optimized diet (Horgan et al.,
2016) so that not only the climate impact of diets but also changes to the
current individual diets are minimized. Some of the studies optimize diets
also in relation to the affordability of food (Donati et al., 2016; Hoolohan et
al., 2013; Irz et al., 2016; Jensen et al., 2015).
In summary, according to recent review studies, dietary change towards a
diet that would contain less animal-based products can, in general,
significantly reduce climate impact and land use caused by food consumption
compared to the western style diet (Hallström et al., 2015; Perignon et al.,
2016). However, there is still a need for further research on the
environmental impacts related to foods to replace or complement meat and
other animal-based products in the context of diet (Hallström et al., 2015;
Perignon et al., 2016). Furthermore, the total energy intake is an important
factor for reducing diet-related greenhouse gas emissions (Perignon et al.,
2016). Hallström et al. (2015) also highlight a need for improved knowledge
concerning uncertainty in dietary scale studies, and research into the effect of
possible dietary changes in different groups of populations and geographical
locations.

2.3.2 A MEAL SCALE
In addition to Article II there are only few studies reported in scientific
journals on the LCA of meals (Calderon et al., 2010; Carlsson-Kanyama,
1998; Davis and Sonesson, 2008; Davis et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2017;
Rivera et al., 2014, Rivera and Azapagic, 2015; Sanfilippo et al., 2012;
Sonesson et al., 2005). Most of these assess climate impact or climate impact
and potential eutrophication. Davis et al. (2010), and Sanfilippo et al. (2012)
however assess a wider range of impact categories. Hansen et al. (2017) also
assess the production of food waste in different production chains.
The rationale for assessing the environmental impacts of the meals in the
above mention studies lies in an evaluation of alternatives. Meals, however,
also have fundamentally different features compared to individual foods,
which makes carrying out an LCA for them particularly interesting. Meals
consist of at least a couple or a number individual foods or ingredients, and
thus the LCA of a meal lies somewhere between the LCA of individual
products (excluding convenience foods) and the LCA of a diet. Furthermore,
individual foods are not quite independent from the nutrition point of view
as they have complementary roles in diets: some groups of products serve
mainly as sources of protein, while others are sources of carbohydrates or
fatty acids (and in the mean time they are all sources of energy and a variety
of other nutrients). However, a meal typically consists of individual foods
from these different food groups. Thus, by carrying out an LCA of meals, it is
possible to evaluate replacements for meat with plant-based proteins, for
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example, taken the wider context of eating than individual foods into account
without assessing the overall diet with hundreds of products. This provides a
more realistic insight than considering individual foods because a meal
combines products from different product groups (with their complementary
roles in diets). Furthermore, the size of servings of different foods will be
better taken into account in the context of a meal. Additionally, nutrition
education for consumers leans strongly on the plate-model alongside the
food-pyramid approach (see more in detail in section 2.2.3.
LCA studies on meals typically compare different kinds of meals
(Carlsson-Kanyama, 1998; Davis et al., 2010; Davis and Sonesson, 2008;
Hansen et al., 2017; Rivera et al., 2014; Sanfilippo et al., 2012; Sonesson et
al., 2005). A protein part of a meal is often a determinant for the comparison,
i.e. the comparison is between protein sources in the context of meal (Article
II; Carlsson-Kanyama, 1998; Davis et al., 2010; Sanfilippo et al., 2012).
Another basis for comparison is the place where the meal is prepared, i.e.
home-made vs. ready foods (Article II; Davis and Sonesson, 2008; Hansen et
al., 2017; Rivera et al., 2014; Sonesson et al., 2005). Rivera and Azapagic
(2015) also added costs to the assessment. One branch of LCA studies on
meals are those of canteen or school meals (Article II; Sanfilippo et al., 2012).
The meal approach is very diverse and complex because meal composition
and the FUs vary greatly between the studies. Most attention has been paid
to the comparison of the main dishes of home-made and ready meals (Davis
et al., 2010; Rivera and Azapagic, 2015; Sonesson et al., 2005) or between
different canteen meals (Sanfilippo et al., 2012). In these studies, other parts
of the meal are included as a fixed addition or are totally excluded from the
comparison. Our work (Article II) makes a difference by also comparing
other parts of the meal, i.e. salad or vegetable additions, bread and drinks.
These are included in a nutritionally balanced meal according to the plate
model (National Nutrition Council, 2014).
The works by Davis and Sonesson (2008) and Calderon et al. (2010) did
not aim at comparing meals, but were more typically case studies with the
aim to identify hotspots of environmental impacts within the meals.
The nutritional quality of meals has not, in general, been identified very
precisely in the studies: typically meals to be compared in studies are
alternatives from the perspective of the consumer without detailed
comparability in nutritional quality (Calderon et al., 2010; Hansen et al.,
2017; Rivera et al., 2014, Rivera and Azapagic, 2015; Sanfilippo et al., 2012;
Sonesson et al., 2005). However, in the work by Carlsson-Kanyama (1998)
the meals have equal energy and protein content, and in a study of Davis and
Sonesson (2008), Davis et al. (2010) and in our own study (the Article II)
meals have been standardised based on the plate model and general nutrition
recommendation on the division of energy intake from fats, protein and
carbohydrates, and the total energy content of a meal.
It is challenging to draw conclusions based on results from studies on the
meal scale because of the diversity of applications and narrow range of
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different meals. For example, the ranking order between home-made and
ready-to-eat meals differs between studies: Rivera et al. (2015) and Hanssen
et al. (2017) found higher climate impacts for ready-to-eat meals than for
home-made meals in contrast to Sonesson et al. (2005). However, all the
studies which compared animal-based meals to vegetable-based meals
resulted in higher environmental impacts for animal-based meals than
vegetable-based meals (Calderon et al. 2010; Carsson-Canyama, 1998; Davis
et al, 2010; Sanfilippa et al., 2012), but to different extents. Davis et al.
(2010) also paid attention to energy-efficiency in manufacturing vegetablebased ingredients to reduce the climate impact of food consumption even
further.

2.3.3 A PRODUCT SCALE
Animal-based foods have, in general, been proven to cause more
environmental impact per kilo than plant-based products, even considering
consumption rates, bio-waste, human excretion and related wastewater
(Notarnicola et al., 2017b). The foods, however, have different nutrient
compositions and nutritional functions within the diet. Animal-based
products are typically rich in proteins and some other nutrients and their
amino acid composition is better than protein-rich plant-based products.
From the point of view of nutrition, these facts should be taken into account
in food LCA particularly because comparison between products should be
based on similar functions of the products to which impacts are allocated.
Issues of varied nutritional quality also relate to other product groups than
protein sources, for example vegetables, fruits and berries due to the varied
composition of secondary metabolites (Schreiner, 2005), and products rich
in fats due to the varied composition of fatty acids (Dubois et al., 2007).
Current food LCA practice for products ignores these facts to a large
extent. There are, however, some more or less tentative approaches and
studies attempting to find methods to include nutrition in the LCA of a food
product, and to compare products based on it (Doran-Browne et al., 2015;
Masset et al., 2014; Schau and Fet, 2008; Sonesson et al., 2017; Stylianou et
al., 2016).
Approaches of product scale studies can be divided to 1) those using
midpoint impact indicators (Doran-Browne et al., 2015; Masset et al., 2014;
Schau and Fet, 2008; Sonesson et al., 2017), and 2) those using endpoint
impact indicators (Stylianou et al., 2016). The midpoint indicators refer to
the potential environmental impacts, such as climate impact, eutrophication,
acidification, eco-toxicity, etc., while the endpoint indicators refer to damage
in an environment to be protected, in the case of nutrition this is human
wellbeing.
To my knowledge, Stylianou et al. (2016) are the only ones who have
introduced an endpoint impact indicator concerning damage to human
health which includes nutrients. Their approach compares epidemiology-
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based nutritional impacts and benefits linked to milk intake with selected
environmental impacts, such as global warming and particulate matter,
carried over to affect human health. They also assessed the impacts of two
dietary scenarios in which milk substitutes other food items. What is the
most important is that they propose a framework for harmonizing nutritional
and environmental effects over food life cycles, called Combined Nutritional
and Environmental LCA (CONE-LCA). In this work, they link nutritional
aspects directly to the endpoint impact indicator of damage to human health
using Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) as an indicator unit.
Additionally, the effects of climate change and particulate matter on human
health are expressed in DALYs. Thus the sources of impacts can be compared
and trade-offs between nutrition and the environmental human health
burden can be assessed and identified. It is notable that this approach
focuses on both positive and negative health outcomes directly at the level of
the endpoint indicator, and they did not link nutrition to the midpoint
environmental indicators at all. Based on this approach, the main result of
their study indicated that: “…adding one serving of milk to the current
average diet could result in a health benefit for American adults, assuming
that existing foods associated with substantial health benefits are not
substituted, such as fruits and vegetables”.
The approaches using the midpoint indicators can be further divided to
1a) those using nutritional quality as FUs (Doran-Browne et al., 2015; Schau
and Fet, 2008; Sonesson et al., 2017), 1b) those linking nutrition as a
separate score to the assessment (Drewnowski, 2015; Masset et al., 2014),
and 1c) those using both the above mentioned approaches. The target of 1b
and 1c particularly is to determine sustainable food products, while 1a and 2
seek to link nutrition to impact assessments more theoretically.
These approaches include either individual nutrients (Doran-Browne et
al., 2015; Sonesson et al., 2017) or several nutrients (Doran-Browne et al.,
2015; Drewnowski, 2015; Masset et al., 2014; Schau and Fet, 2008; Stylianou
et al., 2016) in the consideration at the same time. Protein is most commonly
used individual nutrient as an FU in food LCA studies. However, Tessari et
al. (2016) and Sonesson et al. (2017) go further and use the Daily
recommended intake (DRI) of essential amino acids (EAA) as an FU.
Nutrient indexes (see section 1.2.4.) are often utilized when several nutrients
are considered at the same time. Usually, general nutrient indexes have been
utilized instead of product group specific nutrient indexes; to my knowledge,
Article III is the only one dealing with a product group specific nutrient
index.
Masset et al. (2014) concluded their findings from a comparison of
energy- and mass-based FUs in relation to nutrient quality indicators and
food prices: “In conclusion, it appeared that neither the 100 g nor the 100
kcal functional unit would be ‘best’ to identify foods more likely to be
included in sustainable dietary patterns. An alternative functional unit
integrating foods’ nutritional quality and possibly other sustainability criteria
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may represent a more adequate option. The study showed that the choice of
functional unit is crucial since it can lead to very different conclusions
regarding individual foods.”

2.4 THE APPROACH OF THIS STUDY
The dissertation builds the theoretical basis for linking nutrition to the
assessment of the environmental impacts of food and introduces
corresponding methodological solutions and potential tools. I have applied
and developed a methodology of LCA, which is one of the most used lifecycle-based assessment methodologies, to consider nutrition alongside
environmental impacts on product and meal scales, building on both
nutritional knowledge and LCA know-how.
The dissertation also links to nutrition guideline approaches: Article II
mostly utilizes visual nutrient recommendations (the plate model), and
quantitative nutrition recommendations
(the Finnish Nutrition
Recommendations) applied in an everyday food production-consumption
context and its related decision framework; while Article III utilizes an
advanced quantitative approach (nutrient indexes), and also quantitative
nutrition recommendations (the Finnish Nutrition Recommendations). Thus
the nutrition recommendations, particularly the Finnish Nutrition
Recommendations (National Nutrition Council, 2014), the plate model and
the nutrient indexes are the most important tools in respect to this
dissertation.
I have focused on climate impact (global warming potential, GWP) as an
impact category for the LCA in this dissertation because the impact
assessment methodology for climate impact is the most established one and
data on the climate impact of various foods is widely available. Additionally,
the methods and tools developed in this dissertation are primarily not
dependent on the impact category. In Article III, I focused on protein sources
as a target product group because protein is a crucially important nutrient
from the point of view both nutrition and environment/climate. Additionally,
the data on proteins sources in respect to these aspects is widely available.
The theoretical basis of the methodologies developed in this dissertation is
applicable for other product groups too.
This dissertation links to Contento’s (2008) first component of education.
It aims to help to increase awareness of the nutritional and environmental
impacts of food. The methodologies developed and demonstrated in the
dissertation are practically-oriented so they provide tools, or the basis for
tools, for consumer communication about the sustainability of food.
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3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This dissertation aims at developing and analyzing ways to link nutritional
aspects into LCA of the environmental impacts of food. Its focus is in a
product and portion level consideration as a primary consumer choice
operates in that context. In product level, product-group-specific approach is
emphasized, and so called protein source foods are highlighted as an example
of a product group.
Hypothesis of the dissertation is:
Nutrition can be taken into account in the food LCA on the product and
the portion scales so that relevant additional information can be achieved
compared to the current LCA practice.
To prove the hypothesis, the dissertation answers the questions:
1. How can nutrition be taken into account by FUs in product and meal
level LCAs? What kinds of questions can these approaches answer?
What kind of information can the approaches provide?
2. What preconditions and challenges does an assessment have when
these approaches are applied?
3. Do different approaches result in different outcomes and
interpretation of the environmental/climate impact of food products?
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section gives an overview of the materials and methods used, developed
and tested in this dissertation. The materials and methods are described in
more detail in the original publications (Articles I-III).
The schematic structure of the dissertation is outlined in Figure 3. Articles
I and II represent a production-chain-specific LCA, which meets a high
standard of data quality in relation to particular production chain and meets
the requirements for, for example, product labelling. Article II develops a
method for meals and Article III develops a method for individual products.
Articles I and II also provide LCA results for products and meals based on
data collected in the studies, whereas Article III includes a test assessment
based on environmental data from previous studies, a database (Ecoinvent)
and literature, nutritional data from a database (THL, 2017) and the method
developed in Article III. Thus it provides merely test results rather than final
results for certain products. I answered the research questions based on all of
this information.

Figure 3. The schematic structure of the dissertation.

The research consists essentially of methodological development. This
was stressed in Article II and particularly in Article III. I followed a
methodological development process consisting of a review of methods,
testing, creation of new methods, interpretation and correction, not
forgetting to learn from the blind review process for Articles and other
feedback. The workflow for the methodological development is presented in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The workflow of methodological development in the dissertation.

4.1 SELECTING NUTRIENT INDEXES
I used literature on nutrient indexes as a source for indicators for nutrient
quality of food products. The literature consisted of 17 articles and reports in
which different nutrient indexes were introduced and analysed (Table 4). I
reviewed and tested 13 different nutrient indexes from the literature,
proceeding to a preliminary analysis of 7 indexes and test calculation based
on these indexes in addition to one index developed in our study (this part of
the work is partly unpublished, partly published in Saarinen (2012)). On the
basis of these steps, I chose one nutrient index based on beneficial nutrients,
and two nutrient indexes based on harmful nutrients from the literature, and
one product-specific nutrient index created in our study to be included in the
final analysis and test calculations presented in Article III. A review of
nutrient indexes and preliminary analysis of them included indexes for all
kinds of products. The focus on protein sources in Article III allowed me to
evaluate a product-group-specific index. The chosen nutrient indexes are
described in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4.
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Table 4. Literature on nutrient indexes reviewed in the dissertation.
Source
Azais-Braesco et
al. 2006

Contribution
A comparison of existing nutrient indexes (including
indexes based on the relation between beneficial
nutrients and calories)

Darmon et al.
2005; 2009

An introductory of nutrient index for vegetables and fruits,
comparison to cost

Drewnowski
2005

Commentary on nutrient indexes; discussion on the
concept of nutritious food, comparison of existing nutrient
indexes (including indexes based on the relation between
beneficial nutrients and calories)

Drewnowski
and
Fulgoni
2008

Discussion on criteria for development process of nutrient
index, comparison of different nutrient indexes

Drewnowski
2010

Identifying healthy, affordable foods and food groups.

Drewnowski
and
Fulgoni
2014
Fulgoni et al.
2009

Validation of nutrient indexes

Labouze et al.
2007a, 2007b
Lachance and
Fisher 1986
Maillot et al.
2007

Introduction of nutrient profiling system based on a
nutrient index and criteria for classifying foods
Introduces nutrient index based on relation between
energy and beneficial nutrients
Introduces nutrient index to be used on the food group
scale, analyses of food groups also in terms of
contribution to diet energy and cost
Guiding principles for the development and
implementation
of nutrient indexes
Introduction of nutrient index

Miller
2009

et

al.

Rayner et al.
2004; 2005
Scheidt
and
Daniel 2004
Smedman et al.
2011
Zelman
and
Kennedy 2005

Validation process for nutrient indexes, analysis of
Nutrient Rich Food family of indexes

Introduction of a nutrient index based on ratio of
beneficial and limited nutrients
Introduction of weighted nutrient index for beverages
(used in calculating nutrients quality in relation of GWP)
Introduction of nutrient index
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Indexes included
Calories-for-nutrient (CFN)
The Ratio of recommended
to restricted (RRR)
Nutritious Food Index (NFI)
The Nutrient Profile
Nutrient Adequacy ScoreScore
of nutritional adequacy of
individual foods (SAIN)
LIM system
Nutritional Quality Index (NQI)
The ratio of recommended
to restricted (RRR)
The Padberg index
Calories-for-nutrient (CFN)
Naturally nutrient rich (NNR)
Nutritional Quality Index (NQI)
Calories for Nutrient (CFN)
Nutritious Food Index (NFI)
Ratio of recommended to
restricted (RRR)
Naturally Nutrient Rich (NNR)
Nutrient Adequacy Ratio
(NARn)
SAIN16
SAIN23
Nutrient Rich Food (NRFn-3)
Nutrient Rich Food (NR9)
LIM3
Nutrient Rich Food (NRF9-3)
Nutrient Rich Food (NR9)
LIM3
Nutrient Rich Food (NRF9-3)
LIM (added sugar)
LIMt (total sugar)
Nutrient Rich Food (NRF6-3)
Nutrient Rich Food (NRF9-3)
Nutrient Rich Food (NRF11-3)
Nutrient Rich Food (NRF15-3)
TheFoodProfiler
Calories for Nutrient (CFN)
Nutrient
Density
Score
(NDS23)
LIM3
FSAWXYfm
LIM
NRF9.3
WXYfm
SSCg3d
Ratio of Recommended to
Restricted Foods (RRR)
Nutrient Density (ND)
Naturally
(NNR15)

Nutrient

Rich
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4.2 CASE-PRODUCTS
I used LCAs for 66 products in this dissertation (Table 5): 7 of these were
included in Article I, 27 foods were included in 29 lunch plates analysed in
Article II and 30 foods were analysed by the nutrient index approach in
Article III. An LCA for broiler fillet was used in all Articles, but for different
forms of product. LCA for rainbow trout (Silvenius et al., 2017) was utilised
in Articles II and III, and an LCA for cheese in Articles I and III. The
methodological choices for these LCAs (except for the FU, which is the
subject of development in this dissertation) are presented in section 4.3.
The products included in Article I represented early LCAs done by Luke’s
(formerly MTT) research group before I participated in the group. The
preliminary results for these LCAs were included in the article by Nissinen et
al. (2007) which developed a communication tool for consumer education. In
Article I, we reviewed methodological development and analysed the
comparability of LCA results within this group of food products. The
products of these LCA studies were initially selected so that they represented
varied product groups from greenhouse vegetables (cucumber) to meat
products (broiler fillet). These products, corresponding life cycle models and
LCA results provided a solid basis for later research according to the lunch
plate and nutrient index approaches, although more extensive data was also
needed. Lately one of these LCAs, namely LCA for broiler, has been
published more in detail by Katajajuuri et al. (2014).
In Article II, products were included in meals which were adjusted to the
lunch plate model, i.e. products were listed as raw materials for meals. We
designed the meals so that they would potentially provide a wide range of
environmental impacts assessed in the study. In addition, a comparison
between home-made and ready-to-eat meals had to be possible. Hence, for
example, minced meat casserole with salad, drink and bread was selected to
be one of the meals and it was analysed as home-made and ready-to-eat
portions. LCAs for products (i.e. raw materials for meals) were partly taken
from previous studies and literature but mostly from the modelling done in
our study. LCAs based on the modelling during the study have also been
reported by Virtanen et al. (2011) and in the conference papers by Saarinen et
al. (2012) and Usva et al. (2012). My role in the study was mostly in
developing a relevant FU, coordinating the designing of lunches and in
interpreting the results based on this novel FU (standardised lunch), but I
was also involved in the life cycle modelling of the products included in the
lunches.
In Article III, I limited the assessment to protein sources. Protein is one of
the key nutrients for health and it is particularly important from the point of
view of environmental impacts given that animal-based products, which are
rich in protein and other nutrients, often have much higher environmental
impacts per kilo than other foods. Thus it is interesting to analyse how an
inclusion of nutrition affects the comparison between protein sources. In this
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dissertation, methodological development however was the most crucial
issue and thus the results from the test calculation should be interpreted
cautiously. The selection of the products covered plant-based products,
freshwater fish, sea food, eggs and meat. I used a wide range of products in
obtaining exhaustive test results. This helped to draw conclusions about the
capabilities of the nutrient index approach.

Table 5. Products for which LCAs were made to be utilised in this dissertation.
Products in

Products in Article II

Products in Article III

Article I
1

Cucumber

1

Broad bean

15

Wheat

1

Hemp seed

16

Tuna fish, canned

2

Oat flakes

2

Parsnip

16

Chinese

2

Peanut

17

Pollock, frozen,

cabbage
3

Beer

3

Potato

17

fried

Swedish

3

Hazelnut

18

Shrimp
Spiced/salted

turnip
4

Potato

4

Carrot

18

Rise

4

Walnut

19

5

Beetroot

19

Soybean

5

Cashew

20

Egg, boiled

Peas, dry,

21

Beef, fried

22

Pork slices, fried

23

Reindeer, roasted

24

Reindeer, roasted

25

Grilled sausage,

flour
5

Broiler

herring

fillet
6

Cheese

6

Onion

20

Turnip rape

6

7

Gratinated

7

Cucumber

21

Hay

7

cooked
potato

Soybean,
cooked

8

Lettuce

22

Beef

8

Kidney bean,
cooked

9

Tomato

23

Pork

9

Broad bean,
cooked

10

Strawberry

24

Milk

10

Rainbow trout,
roasted

11

Blackcurrant

25

Eggs

11

Baltic herring

meaty
26

Broiler, slices, fried

27

Broiler, breast,

fillet, fried
12

Oats

26

Broiler fillet

12

Pike, fried with
butter

13

Barley

14

Rye

27

Rainbow trout

13

fillet

Perch, fried

roasted with skin
28

with butter

Mutton, low-fat,
cooked

14

Vendace, fried

29

15

Whitefish, fried

30

Cheese, Emmental,
fat 27-30 %

with butter
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Cheese, Edam, fat
24-27 %
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4.3 THE LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENTS
An attributional approach was applied in the LCAs for the products instead
of consequential approach. Attributional LCA is a particularly usable
approach for providing product-specific information for consumers. This
choice of approach, however, does not restrict the use of the method
developed in the dissertation, per se, in consequential LCAs. Product systems
included phases from input production for primary production (agriculture),
primary production, manufacturing, logistics, packages and trade, and
preparation at home or in a catering kitchen, with the exception of products
assessed in Article I for which preparation phase was not included. Waste in
the production phases was included, but leftovers from consumers were
excluded except from the lunch plates in a school canteen (Article II). System
boundaries for lunch plates in the school canteen also included energy use in
the dining room, because the room is there just for eating purpose. The
system boundaries are described in more detail in Articles I-III and by
Katajajuuri et al. (2007), Saarinen et al. (2012), Silvenius et al. (2017), Usva
et al. (2012) and Virtanen et al. (2011).
Data for LCA modelling consisted of both primary data from the
production chain and relevant statistics and secondary data from the
literature and LCA database Ecoinvent. Data for LCAs based on modelling
carried out in Luke’s LCA research group’s studies is also described in
Articles I-III and by Katajajuuri et al. (2007), Saarinen et al. (2012), Silvenius
et al. (2017), Usva et al. (2012) and Virtanen et al. (2011). The extensive use
of primary data in the LCAs utilised in the dissertation was possible because
the studies were conducted in cooperation with Finnish food companies
(particularly Article I and II, but in Article III only regarding Edam cheese).
In Articles II and III, data on primary production represented average
Finnish production for domestic products. This was mostly from un-public
Cultivation Database maintained by ProAgria Rural Advisory Services. The
data sources varied more between products in Article I than between
products in Articles II and III. Article I describes the methodological
development of Finnish food LCA, and the data quality is one of the areas
developed. In general, a lot of effort has been put into obtaining as highquality data as possible.
It is, however, important to notice that reasonable data quality
requirements should be in accordance with the goal and scope of the study.
In Articles I-III, the scope and goal varied, and accordingly the data quality
requirements varied slightly. Data for the products in Article I was taken
completely, and in Article II very broadly, from Finnish production chains,
while in Article III there were more imported products. Data on imported
products were from the Ecoinvent database and from the literature. This may
cause some inconsistency particularly regarding comparison between
domestic and imported food, but it is supposed that the data used for both
domestic and imported foods is quite descriptive for those food systems. The
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biggest inconsistency for domestic foods relates to cheeses: the GWP and
eutrophication data for Emmental cheese was taken from early studies
(Article I) and the values for Edam cheese (Article III) were from updated
calculations with different allocations between cheese and whey resulting a
much lighter burden for cheese, which reflects changes in practices in the
production of dairy products. Different data sources for domestic and
imported foods result in restricted applicability of the results from the test
calculations; which are more applicable to food provision in Finland than
abroad. But this possible inconsistency of data and restricted applicability of
results was accepted because this dissertation focuses on the methodological
development of FU, and not a comparison between products.
I used the climate impact (global warming potential, GWP) as an impact
category in this dissertation in the development and testing of the method for
including nutrition in a food LCA. Initially the assessment for the lunch
plates also included an assessment of potential eutrophication and the
assessments in Article I as well as some other impact categories. The
assessment of a broader set of impacts would have been beneficial to drawing
more solid conclusions on a ranking order of products based on test
calculations and would have been in accordance with the guidance in LCA
standards (ISO 14000, 2006; ISO 14044, 2006). On other hand, a broader
set of indicators might have complicated drawing conclusions on the
usability of the methods due to multiple materials to be taken into account in
parallel. In future research, it will indeed be necessary to also apply the
methods to an assessment of other impact categories.

4.4 FUNCTIONAL UNITS
A functional unit (FU) was used as a main methodological means to deal with
the nutritional quality of products in the food LCA in this dissertation.
Currently widely used mass based FUs potentially misrepresent the
environmental impacts of products in relation to other food products because
the FUs do not reflect the most important functional dimension, the
nutritional function. I developed novel nutritional FUs in this dissertation,
evaluated their usability and made test calculations based on them. A
comparison of relative LCA results per mass based FUs and nutritional FUs
was one of the subject matters of evaluation. In this comparison I utilized a
concept of sustainability, which includes both environmental and nutritional
dimensions.
Types of FUs used in this dissertation were:
1. FU based on mass or volume of the food itself.
2. FU based on quantity of individual nutrients.
3. Unit of nutrient index for a product as FU.
4. Standardised lunch as FU.
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The use of the FUs in Articles I-III is illustrated in Figure 4. A mass or
volume-based FU for the food itself was used in Article I in the final results
for case-products and in Article II in the intermediate results for the rawmaterials for lunches. We introduced and used a standardised lunch as an FU
in Article II. In Article III, we used FUs based on the quantity of individual
nutrients and developed and tested nutrient indexes for a product as FUs.

Figure 4. The use of different FUs in Articles I-III.

4.4.1

FUNCTIONAL UNITS BASED ON STANDARDISED LUNCH

A portion level FU was designed according to the model portion of the
recommended lunch plate (National Nutrition Council, 2014) and is called a
standardised lunch in this dissertation. Also, an actualised school lunch was
applied as an FU in Article II, but this is not compatible with the
standardised lunch due to different and varied actual portion sizes. These
depended on the actual consumption by pupils. Thus, the school lunch is not
applied and discussed further in this dissertation.
Lunches were comprised of the main course (with a side dish if
applicable), salad, a drink and bread according to the plate model (the
National Nutrition Council, 2014). Each lunch was constructed carefully so
that they fulfilled the definition of the FU. The basic attributes are described
in Table 6 (Article II, Table 1).
It is notable that due to the starting points, i.e. following the lunch plate
model with nutritional standardisation based on nutrient recommendations,
as well as focusing on typical foods and their typical portions as far as
possible, the actual food portions and energy content of lunches slightly
varied (Table 6). This is in accordance with consumer decision making
situations when people choose their lunches. Neither are the current nutrient
recommendations pedantic in their energy intake recommendation, but they
do take physical activity into account (the National Nutrition Council, 2004,
2014). Thus, in this dissertation a standardised lunch is the FU and the
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amount of foods which constitute a lunch and its energy and nutrient content
represent reference flows (RFs) fulfilling the FU in question.
Another FU could have been an energy-equalised lunch, for example. In
that case, the energy content of the lunches would have been equalised to be
exactly one third of the daily recommended intake for energy, or the FU
could have been defined as 1, 10 or 100 kilocalories or joules, for example.
The equalisation could also been based on protein or other nutrients. This,
however, would have led to a more diverse approach and away from the
actual every day situation of consumer decision-making and it was not
applied in this dissertation.
Table 6. Food portions used as functional units (FU). The lunch plate is a model portion based on
nutrient recommendations (The National Nutrition Council, 2014), and their nutritional functions.
a

Portions

General structure of

Total energy content ,

Share of energy intake from

used as FU

the lunch servings

kcal

Protein

Carbo-

b

Fat

hydrate
Standardised

According to the general

Home-made lunches:

lunch

lunch plate model

728-739
Ready-to-eat lunches:

16-23%

49-57%

25-35%

12-18%

48-63%

32-35%

11-29%

44-57%

18-40%

728-748
An actual

According to the general

school lunch

lunch plate model

558-731

a The

target energy content was 740 kcal according to the Finnish Nutrition Recommendations (The National Nutrition
Council, 2005).
b The target energy intake from protein was 10-15%, carbohydrate 50-60% and fat 25-35% (The National Nutrition
Council, 2005).

4.4.2

CORRELATION TEST FOR FUNCTIONAL UNITS AT PRODUCT
LEVEL

Pearson’s product-moment correlation test was used to determine the need
for a separate product level nutritional FU (Article III). The aim was to
examine whether the amount of some nutrient or a nutrient index could be
used as an indicator of the climate impact of foods based on the fact that the
content of the nutrient, for example protein, would be a strong determinant
of the climate impact. In this case a food rich in this nutrient would also be
climate-friendly or the opposite. The test was conducted in the statistical
software R version 3.0.2 (2013-9-25).
In the statistical test, an association between climate impact for protein
sources (section 3.2, two last columns in Table 5) and amount of individual
nutrients including these products or six different nutrient index scores for
those products was evaluated. Individual nutrients tested are listed in Table 7
(section 4.4.3). Nutrient indexes tested were two nutrient indexes including
recommended nutrients, NR9 and FNIprot7 (see section 4.4.4), two nutrient
indexes including restricted nutrients LIM2 and LIM3 (see section 4.5) and
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two nutrient indexes including not only recommended but also restricted
nutrients, NRF9-3 (Fulgoni et al. 2009) and FNIprot7-2 (Article III). I
abandoned NRF9-3 and FNIprot7-2 from further development of a product
level nutritional FU, because they confer misleading results (Article III, see
also Saarinen, 2012), but the correlation between them and climate impact
would still had been possible and thus I included them into the correlation
test.
NFF9-3 includes nine recommended nutrients, protein and fibre, Ca, Fe,
Mg, K, Vit A, C and E, and three nutrients to be limited, Na, Saturated fatty
acids (SAFA) and added sugar. The formula is:
௨௧௧

(3) ܴܰ ͻܨെ ͵ ൌ σୀଵିଽ 

ோூ

௨௧௧

ൈ ͳͲͲȀͻ - σୀଵିଷ 



ൈ ͳͲͲȀ͵

(Fulgoni et al. 2009)
FNIprot7-2 was formed in this study, using FNIprot7 as the base and
following the calculation principles of NRF9-3, but varying in the amount
and a selection of nutrients. It includes protein, MUFA, PUFA, Ca, Fe,
riboflavin (B2) and Folic acid (B9) as recommended nutrients and only Na
and SAFA as nutrients to be limited because added sugar is not important for
protein sources. The formula is:
௨௧௧

(4) ݐݎܫܰܨ െ ʹ ൌ σୀଵି 

ோூ

௨௧௧

ൈ ͳͲͲȀ - σୀଵିଶ 



ൈ ͳͲͲȀʹ

(Article III)
In (3) and (4), nutrienti means the amount of nutrient i in 100g of a food
product, DRIi is the daily recommendation for the intake of nutrient i and
DAi is the daily allowance for the intake of nutrient i.

4.4.3

FUNCTIONAL UNIT BASED ON QUANTITY OF INDIVIDUAL
NUTRIENTS
Individual nutrients and the corresponding FUs (Article III) are presented in
Table 7. We selected these nutrients because the intake of them is strongly
linked to protein source foods on a dietary scale, and thus typical protein
source foods can be critical in respect to the intake of these nutrients. If a
typical protein source food, for example red meat, would be substituted by
other products, for example for environmental reasons, a change in the
intake of these nutrients should also be taken into account. The nutrient
composition for foods was taken from the nutrient composition database –
Fineli®, maintained by the Nutrition Unit of the National Institute for
Health and Welfare (THL, 2017).
A reference amount (RA) for each nutrient, i.e. an amount of a product
fulfilling DRI of the nutrient, was used alongside these FUs. By using these
two measures together it can be assessed whether a food product is a good
and eco-efficient source of the nutrient.
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Table 7. Individual nutrients and corresponding functional units (FUs) used in the study (Article III).
Item

Unit

Protein

g

PUFA (Polyunsaturated fatty acids)

g

MUFA cis (Monounsaturated fatty acids)

g

Fe

mg

Ca

mg

Folate

μg

B2

μg

B12

mg

Se

μg

Zn

mg

4.4.4

FUNCTIONAL UNIT BASED ON NUTRIENT INDEXES FOR A
PRODUCT

The product level nutrient indexes used as FUs were NR9 (Nutrient Rich
Food) and FNIprot7 (Finnish Nutrient Index for protein sources) (Article III).
Basic information about these indexes is presented in Table 8 and their
formulas are:
௨௧௧

(1) ܴܰͻ ൌ σୀଵିଽ 

ோூ

(2) ݐݎܫܰܨ ൌ σୀଵି 

ൈ ͳͲͲȀͻ

௨௧௧
ோூ

(Fulgoni et al., 2009)

ൈ ͳͲͲȀ

(Article III)

In (1) and (2) nutrienti means the amount of nutrient i in 100g of a food
product, and DRIi is the daily recommendation for intake of nutrient i. Both
nutrient indexes are calculated per 100 g, and use the nutrient contents
available from the National Food Composition Database in Finland Fineli®, maintained by the Nutrition Unit of the National Institute for
Health and Welfare (THL, 2017). Both indices can obtain values ≥ 0, and a
value of 100 indicates the full nutritional value at DRI, while values > 100
indicate the nutrient contents exceeding DRI. Nutrient indexes are often
used so that the amount of each nutrient do not exceed DRI, but I took the
whole amount into account, because the content of individual nutrients in
100 g of food is usually clearly below the DRI and hardly more than the safety
amount. In practice, values for protein sources seldom exceed DRI. These
situations can exist, however, particularly regarding fat-soluble vitamins in
vegetable oils. Even then those exceeding the values can be beneficial to
health in a dietary context, and thus they benefit the nutritional quality of the
product.
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NR9 was used as originally presented by Fulgoni et al. (2009). The nine
nutrients included are macronutrients, protein and fibre, and micronutrients
Ca, Fe, Mg, K, Vit A, C and E. FNIprot7 was developed in the present study as
an index for products serving as protein sources (Article III). Seven nutrients
were included in FNIprot7: macronutrients protein, MUFA and
Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), and micronutrients Ca, Fe, riboflavin
(B2) and Folic acid (B9).
I used two different nutrient indexes, because I wanted to evaluate how
large the difference was between product-group-specific (FNIprot7) and
general indexes (NR9). General indexes have been applied widely, but to my
knowledge this is the first time a product-group-specific index has been
applied. The idea in developing FNIprot7 was to include nutrients that are
especially important to the product group at hand, i.e. protein sources, in the
index. The choice of nutrients was based on nutrition expertise on what
nutrients are crucial for protein sources in the context of a Finnish diet. The
core idea was that these nutrients are relevant from the point of view of
public health in Finland, and sufficient intake of these nutrients is currently
dependent on typically consumed protein sources. This emphasizes the
dietary context and consumer choice, which is usually product-groupspecifically directed. However, this index is not necessarily applicable in
other dietary contexts.
Nutrient indexes used as FUs may be more difficult to understand than
kilos or grams, for example, at least by a lay person. The outcome of the
assessment of climate impact, for example, is GWP per unit of nutrient index.
A unit of the nutrient index expresses one per cent of the average nutrient
content in relation to those nutrients’ DRIs in 100 g of a food. Thus, it does
not refer to any amount of the food itself. Because of this, alongside these
FUs I used a reference flow (RF) for the FUs, i.e. an amount of product
fulfilling the FU (ISO 14400:2006; ISO 14040:2006), i.e. a unit of the
nutrient index for the product. The RF for an FU thus describes how much of
a product at hand is needed to provide a nutrient intake that equals one unit
of the nutrient index. The RF is low for nutrient dense foods and high for
foods whose nutrient density is low. By using these two measures, the
nutrient index as an FU and the RF together, it can be assessed whether a
food product is a good and eco-efficient source of crucial nutrients for the
product group at hand.
Table 8. Functional units (FUs) based on nutrient indexes used in the study (Article III).
Item

Unit

Source

A general nutrient content of foods

unit of NR9*

Fulgoni et al. (2009)

A general nutrient content of

unit of FNIprot7*

Article III

protein source foods
*equals to 1 % average nutrient intake from DRI regarding nutrients including in the index
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4.5 A METHOD TO IDENTIFYING SUSTAINABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS
In this dissertation, a novel method to identify sustainable food products is
introduced and demonstrated (Article III). It is based on the use of a nutrient
index as an FU and links a consideration of restricted nutrients as a separate
measure. These measures are LIM2 or LIM3 (Fulgoni et al., 2009) (Article
III). From the point of view of nutritional science, it is essential to take both
beneficial and harmful nutrients into account.
In the method introduced in this dissertation (Figure 5), the LCA for
products is first performed by using a nutrient index as an FU and then a
LIM index is calculated for the amount of a product which fulfils a unit of the
nutrient index for the product (Reference flow, RF). I used LIM2 linked to
the protein-source-specific nutrient index (FNIprot7) and LIM3 linked to a
general nutrient index (NR7) because of their suitable nutrient composition
for the studied products groups. Sustainable products can be defined by
setting a threshold for both LCA values (which are obtained by using a
nutrient index as an FU) and the LIM index scores (which is calculated for a
corresponding RF).
Tentative thresholds are introduced in Article III. A tentative threshold
value for the GWP/nutrient index set in the dissertation is 0.2 kg CO2-eq per
unit of the nutrient index. A unit of the nutrient index means an average
percentage point of proportional (beneficial) nutrient intakes. Assuming that
100 % means the theoretical fulfilment of a nutrient requirement, 1
percentage point is not much. Protein sources fulfil a certain portion and
other product categories fulfil other portions. These should be taken into
account, when the threshold is set. This consideration is, however, beyond
the scope of this dissertation, but it requires further research. A tentative
threshold value for the LIM for the RF set in the dissertation is 2. The RF
means the amount of food fulfilling a unit of the nutrient index. The LIM for
the RF means the average percentages of the proportional (harmful) nutrient
intake in the amount of food fulfiling a unit of the nutrient index. Thus, value
1 would mean that there are equal proportions of harmful and beneficial
nutrients in that food product. Value 2 means that the proportion of harmful
nutrients would be double that of beneficial nutrients. Value 1 is thus a kind
of boundary. However, nutrient index values are not natural numbers which
can self-evidently be used in all kinds of mathematical operations and
comparisons. First, the nutrient index value for a food is dependent on the
number of nutrients it includes; the more nutrients it contains, the smaller
the value of the nutrient index is (Saarinen, 2012). The LIM index consists of
far fewer nutrients than found in the positive nutrient indexes. In addition,
and even more importantly, the amount of harmful nutrients is unequally
distributed between food categories. Assuming that a diet can include a
certain number of harmful nutrients (without causing any harm), this may
lead to a situation in which harmful nutrients are consumed proportionally
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more from some foods. This complicated issue should be taken into account
when the threshold is set, and thus, the setting of thresholds needs further
research and interdisciplinary collaboration. I have set tentative thresholds
based on pure speculation without any calculation behind them.
LIM3 consists of Na, SAFA and added sugar, LIM2 includes only Na and
SAFA. The formulas are:
௨௧௧

(5) LIM3 = σୀଵିଷ 


௨௧௧

(6) LIM2 = σୀଵିଶ 



ൈ ͳͲͲȀ͵

(Fulgoni et al. 2009)

ൈ ͳͲͲȀʹ

(Fulgoni et al. 2009)

In these formulas, nutrient means the amount of nutrient i in 100g of a
food product, and DAi is the daily allowance for the intake of nutrient i.
Basically, these LIM indexes are much like environmental impact
category indicators in the LCA representing harmful and unintended
consequences from consuming a product. However, the LIM indexes do not
contain any characterization in a sense that effects of separate nutrients on
nutritional conditions of person would have been standardised based on an
impact mechanism and then summed up. Nutrients are still normalised by
using DAs, which makes it possible to sum them up.

Figure 5. Outline of the method to identify a sustainable food product.
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5 RESULTS
5.1 TRADITIONAL LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENTS FOR
PRODUCTS
The GWP values from traditional LCAs without taking nutrition into account
(Article I) are presented in Table 9. Animal-based foods, particularly
Emmental cheese, have multiple GWP scores compared to plant-based
products, but it is obvious that some products are not comparable because of
their varied function in a diet or a meal. They are merely complementary
rather than alternative products. However, broiler fillet and Emmental
cheese are both regarded as protein sources. The GWP for Emmental cheese
is higher than for broiler fillet almost by a factor of four. This raises the
question of how taking nutrition into account would alter the relationship
between these two products.
Table 9. Global warming potentials (GWP) from traditional Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) without
taking nutrition into account (Article I). FU means functional unit for LCA.
kg CO2 eq per FU

FU

Cucumber

0.39

kg

Oat flakes

0.83

kg

Beer

0.54

l

Potato flour

0.66

kg

Broiler fillet, marinated

3.6

kg

Emmental cheese

12.97

kg

Gratinated potato

0.54

kg

5.2 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENTS FOR STANDARDISED
LUNCHES
GWPs for standardised home-made and ready-to-eat lunches (Article II), as
well as the characteristics of the lunches, are presented in Table 10. The
results are also divided according to the parts of the portions and phase of
the production chain. In Article II, the results for school lunches are also
presented but the FU for them (i.e. lunches actually eaten in a school canteen
with no nutritional standardization) differ from home-made and ready-to-eat
lunches. Thus, results for them are not comparable to the latter ones, and
they are not presented here.
The portion size of each part of the lunches varied between the lunches
(Table 10) due to the definition of the FU (i.e. the lunch plate model with
nutritional standardisation based on the nutrient recommendations, as well
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as focusing on typical foods and their typical portions as far as possible). A
portion size for the majority of the main dishes was between 300-350 g, but
it was smaller for a couple of the home-made chicken-based meals (lunches 6
and 7) and larger for some of the plant-based lunches (9, 10, 11, 13, 21). In
particular, a portion size (500 g) for porridge-based lunches (13 and 21) was
considerably larger than for others due to the low energy density of porridge.
For porridge-based lunches, a slice of cheese had to be added to a slice of
bread so that the energy requirement would be fulfilled. In contrast, there is
no particular need for salad in these lunches because berries were included in
the main dish.
The share of the main dish of the total GWP of the lunches varied from 33
to 64 %, and correspondingly the share of salad was 11-23 %, the share of
bread was 4-33 %, and the share of drinks were 0-33 %. Thus, each part of
the lunch can make a difference within a lunch. In contrast, based on these
results, the GWP of a lunch is not clearly dependent on a choice between
potatoes, pasta or rice; it is a matter of the overall recipe and the composition
of the lunch.
Within the whole range of lunches, the GWP varied between 0.98 and
3.81 kg CO2 equivalents per lunch. Thus, the lunch with the largest GWP
(home-made minced meat casserole) caused an almost 6-fold GWP
compared to the lunch with the lowest GWP (home-made vegan broad bean
patty and mashed potatoes), while most of the home-made non-vegetarian
lunches and ready-to-eat-lunches caused approximately a 2 to 3-fold increase
in the climate impact. In turn, the GWP for most of home-made vegan and
home-made vegetarian lunches were close to the lowest GWP. The porridgebased lunch (13) was an exception with a relatively high GWP due mainly to
the addition of cheese.
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Table 10 a) Main results for standardised home-made and ready-to-eat lunches: composition of
lunches (Article II)
Main dish (g)

Salad (g)

Bread (g)

Spread (g)

Drink (dl)

Home-made lunches
1

Frankfurters and
cucumber-tomatomashed potatoes (340) salad, carrots (150)

rye bread (90)

2

Ham casserole (350)

cucumber-tomatosalad, carrots (150)

wheat bread (80) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (8)

3

Chicken casserole
(350)

cucumber-tomatosalad, carrots (150)

wheat bread (70) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (7)

4

Rainbow trout
casserole (350)

cucumber-tomatosalad, carrots (150)

rye bread (100)

vegetable
spread 70%
(10)

5

Minced meat macaroni cucumber-tomatocasserole (370)
salad, carrots (150)

rye bread (50)

vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (5)

6

Chicken sauce and
whole-meal pasta
(260)

wheat bread (70) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (7)

7

Chicken sauce and
cucumber-tomatowhole-meal rice (250) salad, carrots (150)

8

Vegetable casserole
(lactoveg) (350)

9

Broad bean patty and cabbage-blackcurrants rye bread (70)
mashed potatoes
(150
(veg) (410)

10

Soy bean patty and
mashed potatoes
(veg) (410)

cabbage-blackcurrants wheat bread (70) vegetable
(150)
spread 70% (7)

11

Soy bean patty and
mashed potatoes
(lactoveg) (370)

cabbage-blackcurrants rye bread (70)
(150)

12

Beetroot patty and
cabbage-blackcurrants wheat bread (70) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
barley (lactoveg) (330) (150)
spread 70% (7)

13

Barley porridge and
berry fool (500)

carrot sticks,
cucumber (150)

wheat bread (70) veg. spread
70%, cheese
(32)

14

Chicken-pasta (350)

cucumber-tomatosalad, carrots (150)

wheat bread (70) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (7)

15

Ham casserole (300)

cabbage-root
wheat bread (100)
vegetables, tomatoes
(150)

16

Vegetable casserole
(300)

cabbage-root
wheat bread (100) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
vegetables, tomatoes
spread 70% (7)
(150)

17

Chicken-pasta (300)

cabbage-root
wheat bread (75) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
vegetables, tomatoes
spread 70% (7)
(150)

cucumber-tomatosalad, carrots (150)

rye bread (90)

vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (9)

skimmed milk (2)

vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (9)

cabbage-blackcurrants wheat bread (80) vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
(150)
spread 70% (8)
vegetable
spread 70% (7)

vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (7)

skimmed milk (2)

Ready-to-eat lunches
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18

Chicken in cream
sauce and rice (350)

cucumber-salad,
tomatoes (150)

wheat bread (30)

19

Minced meat macaronicabbage-root
casserole (320)
vegetables (150)

20

Rainbow trout
casserole (300)

cabbage-root
wheat bread (90) vegetable
vegetables, tomatoes
spread 70%
(150)
(10)

skimmed milk (2)

21

Barley porridge and
berry fool (500)

cucumber (50)

skimmed milk (2)

rye bread (50)

rye bread (70)

skimmed milk (2)
vegetable
skimmed milk (2)
spread 70% (5)

cheese (25)

Table 10 b) Main results for standardised home-made and ready-to-eat lunches: Global warming
potential (GWP), kg CO2-eq per standardised lunches and divided by part of the portions and phase
of the production chain, and GWPs of portions compared to the lowest GWP among the portions.
(Article II)
Energy content
of lunches

GWP

main dish

salad

bread

drink

kcal

kg CO2

%

%

%

%

GWP compared
to the lowest
GWP
times

Home-made lunches
1

738.8

1.90

39

31

12

18

2.9

2

729.2

2.20

49

26

9

15

3.4

3

737.4

1.98

42

30

10

18

3.0

4

739.0

2.07

41

29

13

17

3.2

5

731.1

3.81

68

19

4

9

5.9

6

735.2

1.97

45

29

9

17

3.0

7

728.4

2.09

46

27

11

16

3.2

8

739.2

1.34

47

12

16

25

2.1

9

735.0

0.65

47

20

33

0

1.0

10

733.8

0.80
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17

27

0

1.2

11

737.7

1.17

44

13

15

28

1.8

12

737.1

0.98

35

14

18

33

1.5

13

744.5

1.92

35

16

32

17

3.0

14

746.1

1.85

41

31

10

18

2.8

15

728.0

1.75

48

22

11

19

1.1

16

741.5

1.77

47

21

13

19

1.1

17

736.2

1.86

51

20

11

18

1.1

18

732.8

2.35

49

32

4

14

1.4

19

730.0

1.91

64

11

8

17

1.2

20

732.0

1.63

46

23

10

21

1.0

21

730.9

1.80

33

17

32

18

1.1

Ready-to-eat lunches
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5.3 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENTS FOR FOOD
PRODUCTS WITH LINKING NUTRITION IN THE
ASSESSMENT
5.3.1

CORRELATION TEST

The results from the correlation test are shown in Table 11 (Article III). Some
positive linear associations between the GWP and protein as well as negative
linear associations between the GWP and folate and zinc can be seen in the
results. However, as a whole, the correlation test does not support
correlations between any of those factors due to their low p-values.
Table 11. Pearson’s product-moment correlations between GWP of products (g CO 2 eq per 100 g)
and selected individual nutrients in products (an amount in 100 g) (Article III). Source of the Table
Saarinen et al. 2017.
95%
cor with

df

p-value

GWP

confidence
interval

Protein

0.57

27

0.001

0.27 – 0.78

Polyunsaturated fatty acids, PUFA

-0.19

27

0.326

-0.52 - 0.19

Monounsaturated fatty acids, MUFA

-0.05

27

0.779

-0.41 - 0.32

Calcium (Ca)

0.10

27

0.588

-0.27 - 0.45

Iron (Fe)

0.10

27

0.588

-0.27 - 0.45

Folate

-0.38

27

0.041

-0.66 - -0.02

Vitamin B2

0.25

27

0.199

-0.13 - 0.56

Vitamin B12

0.08

27

0.694

-0.30 - 0.43

Selenium (Se)

0.22

27

0.246

-0.16 - 0.54

Zinc (Zn)

0.38

27

0.041

0.02 - 0.66

Saturated fatty acids, SAFA

0.29

27

0.124

-0.08 - 0.60

Sodium (Na)

0.09

27

0.645

-0.29 - 0.44
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5.3.2

GWPS PER QUANTITY OF PRODUCTS, NUTRIENT INDEXES
FOR PRODUCTS, REFERENCE FLOWS FOR NUTRIENT
INDEXES AND REFERENCE AMOUNTS FOR DAILY
RECOMMENDED INTAKES

A summary of the main quantitative results from the test calculations (Article
III) for 18 selected foods (from a total of 29 analysed in the dissertation) is
shown in Table 12. The results consist of the GWP scores per quantity of
individual nutrients and per FNIprot7, RF for FNIprot7 and RA for DRI. The
results for all 29 products are presented in Article III, in Tables 3, 4 and 6.
Two of the products, and related LCA-models, in Table 12 are from Article
I, namely broiler fillet in marinade and Emmental cheese. However, the
marinade was subtracted from the broiler fillet model and then the
preparation phase was added to the model (the GWP for the broiler in
marinade was 3.6 kg CO2-eq per kg of (uncooked) product, but 5.2 kg CO2-eq
per kg of broiler without marinade, and 6.86 kg CO2-eq per kg of fried broiler
slices). The rest of the products are from Article III.
The GWP value based on 100 g of a product was highest for other animalbased foods than Finnish wild fish, and was the lowest for plant-based foods
and Finnish wild fish. In general, the ranking was the same also for the GWP
based on the FNIprot7 nutrient index, but there were changes in rankings
within a group of meat, cheese and eggs, and within a group of nuts, beans
and seeds. In particular, hemp seeds, Hazelnuts, beef and soybeans were
doing relatively better when FNIprot7 nutrient index was used as an FU, in
contrast to cheese, broiler and beans. Additionally, the LIM2 values were
lowest for plant-based-foods, in general. The ranking of foods based on the
GWP values when the FUs were a mass-unit for individual nutrients varied,
but in general, Finnish wild fish performed well compared to others with only
a few exceptions. For some nutrients, however, the RAs for the DRI of
Finnish wild fish were among the highest values, as well as for plant-based
foods. The RF for a unit of FNIprot7 varied greatly within the whole set of the
foods. The LIM2 value for RF(FNIprot7) was, in general, the lowest for plantbased foods but also varied a lot.
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g

g

Mufa Fe

Ca

Folate

B2

Se

Zn

B12

cis g mg

mg

μg

mg

μg

mg

μg

RF(FNIprot

kg CO2-eq per (RA for DRI, g)(RF, g (FNIprot7))
100 g FNIprot7 protein Pufa

LIM2 per

Table 12. The main results for 18 selected foods: the Global warming potential (GWP), kg CO2-eq per
FU; reference amounts (RA) for the daily recommended intake (DRI) of nutrients; reference flows
(RF) for a unit of the FNIprot7 index.

Meat, cheese and eggs
Beef,
fried

1.921 0.137
(7.1)

0.066 1.067
(290) (1040)

0.504 0.457
(980) (360)

0.160 1.921
(7880) (360)

9.605 0.090 0.377 1.921
(680) (240) (200) (150)

1.11

Mutton,
cooked

1.921 0.169 0.077 3.202
(11.8) (340) (3130)

0.424 0.768
(830) (600)

0.107 0.320
(5250) (7090)

9.605 0.108 0.640 1.921
(680) (290) (350) (180)

2.04

Broiler
0.686 0.061
slices, fried
(8.8)

0.026 0.327
(340) (890)

0.139 0.858 0.040 0.049
(760) (1880) (5560) (3040)

3.530 0.045 0.490 0.686
(680) (340) (740) (180)

0.40

Cheese,
1.297 0.266
Emmental
(4.0)

0.046 1.853
(380) (2680)

0.184 6.485 0.002 0.065
(530) (7540) (110) (2130)

4.323 0.067 0.371 0.649
(450) (270) (300) (90)

1.84

Cheese,
Edam

0.750 0.163
(3.9)

0.028 1.250
(310) (3130)

0.126 3.750 0.001 0.038
(630) (7540) (110) (2130)

1.875 0.037 0.179 0.375
(450) (250) (250) (90)

1.55

Eggs,
boiled

0.198 0.014
(7.2)

0.015 0.165
(650) (1560)

0.059 0.079
(1120) (600)

0.496 0.008 0.142 0.099
(340) (210) (740) (90)

0.46

Rainbow
trout,
roasted

0.572 0.048
(6.9)

0.030 0.110 0.070
(440) (360) (460)

5.720 0.037 1.144 0.144
(1350) (340) (2070) (40)

0.99

Tuna,
tinned

0.335 0.037 0.015 0.209 0.472 0.116
(10.8) (380) (1170) (5280) (520)

0.030 0.112
(8590) (1418)

3.350 0.008 0.239 0.067
(1350) (120) (740) (40)

0.98

Spiced/
salted
herring

0.128 0.011
(8.4)

0.011 0.051 0.026
(700) (750) (750)

0.075
(890)

0.002 0.064
(1200) (2126)

0.427 0.006 0.128 0.018
(450) (240) (1040) (30)

5.30

Baltic
herring,
fried

0.013 0.001
(6.6)

0.001 0.004 0.003
(530) (650) (970)

0.011 0.000 0.001
(1260) (280) (3270)

0.065 0.001 0.005 0.001
(680) (290) (430) (20)

0.20

Perch, fried 0.013 0.002 0.001 0.022 0.008 0.043 0.000 0.003
0.130 0.000 0.016 0.007
with butter
(13.9) (500) (3130) (2220) (5030) (830) (10630) (1350) (180) (1290) (90)

2.58

Vendace, 0.013 0.001
fried
(7.3)

0.001 0.004 0.004 0.012 0.000 0.001
(420) (630) (1210) (1370) (470) (3040)

0.130 0.001 0.003 0.007
(1350) (230) (250) (90)

0.79

Hemp
seeds

0.007 0.005 0.051 0.012
(340) (60) (1180) (110)

0.001 (650)

1.628 (1350)

0.023 (150)

0.12

Hazelnuts 0.161 0.004
(3.6)

0.011 0.037 0.005
(600) (430) (110)

0.045
(420)

0.001 0.002
(680) (590)

1.606 0.080 0.080 (1350) (2590) (520)

0.24

Peanuts

0.130 0.004
(3.5)

0.005 0.011 0.008
(320) (160) (220)

0.045
(520)

0.002 0.001
(1210) (390)

1.298 0.043 0.042 (1350) (1730) (330)

0.44

Broad
beans,
cooked

0.067 0.008 0.008 0.337 0.841 0.045 0.002 0.001
(12.5) (1030) (9380) (46880) (1010) (2630) (410)

0.673 0.026 0.067 (1350) (1990) (1040)

0.61

0.003 0.003
(1660) (730)
Fish

1.144 0.004 0.064
(3020) (630) (4730)

Nuts, beans and seeds
0.163 0.003
(2.2)

Soybeans, 0.062 0.004
cooked
(6.3)
Peas,
cooked

0.004 0.015 0.122 0.016
(530) (460) (7350) (400)

0.001 0.001
(1260) (360)

0.624 0.007 0.125 (1350) (600) (2070)

0.16

0.020 0.003 0.003 0.040 0.200 0.009
(12.8) (1410) (3750) (37500) (660)

0.002 0.000
(2700) (900)

0.100 0.029 0.013 (680) (13890)(690)

0.05
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5.3.3

A METHOD FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SUSTAINABLE
AND UNSUSTAINABLE FOOD PRODUCTS

The method for distinguishing between sustainable food products is
illustrated as a coordinate system with two dimensions: with the
GWP/nutrient index on the x-axis and the LIM/RF on the y-axis (Figures 6
and 7). Whether the product can be defined as sustainable or unsustainable
is dependent on the limit values set for both the GWP/unit of nutrient index
and the LIM/RF, and in reference to which nutrient index has been applied.
According to the tentative limit values set in Article III, other products than
spiced/salted herring, grilled sausage (meaty), mutton (low-fat, cooked),
Emmental cheese, and pike, perch and whitefish (fried with butter) could be
classified as sustainable products when GWP/FNIprot7 and LIM/RF(FNIprot7)
were applied. GWP/NR9 and LIM/RF(NR9) resulted in partly the same, but
fewer products being classified as unsustainable, namely spiced/salted
herring, grilled sausage (meaty), mutton (low-fat, cooked) and Emmental
cheese, and also Edam cheese. It is notable that the large difference between
Emmental and Edam cheese in the GWP/nutrient index is mostly due to the
different allocation ratio between cheese and whey, not due to real
differences in production chain practices other than more effective utilization
of whey in production of Edam. Notably, beef was classified as a sustainable
product according to both measures.

6
Spiced/salted herring

LIM2/RF(FNIprot7)

5
4
3

Grilled sausage, meaty
Mutton,low-fat,
cooked
Cheese, Edam,
fat 24-27 %

2
1

Cheese,
Emmental,
fat 27-30 %

Beef, fried
0
0

0,05

0,1

0,15

0,2

0,25

0,3

GWP/FNIprot7

Figure 6. Illustration of a method for distinguishing between sustainable and unsustainable food
products using FNIprot7 as FU in LCA (Article III). Source of the Figure Saarinen et al. 2017.
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6

Spiced/salted herring

5

LIM3/RF(NR9)

Grilled sausage, meaty
4
3
Mutton, low-fat, cooked
2

Cheese, Edam,
fat 24-27 %

Cheese,
Emmental,
fat 27-30 %

Beef, fried

1
0
0

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

GWP/NR9

Figure 7. Illustration of a method for distinguishing between sustainable and unsustainable food
products using NR9 as FU in LCA (Article II). Source of the Figure Saarinen et al. 2017.

5.4 EVALUATION OF THE APPROACHES
The product and meal scale approaches to taking nutrition into account in a
food LCA as well as their applicability, advantages and weaknesses as FUs
are summarised in Tables 13 and 14. The tables answer a set of research
questions 1) How can nutrition be taken into account by FUs in product and
meal level LCAs? What kinds of questions can these approaches answer?
What kind of information can the approaches provide? The questions are
further discussed in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
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Table 13. A summary of different nutritional FUs and their applicability.
FU

Character

Purpose

Advantage

Weakness

NR9

a general

a comparison

takes several

is not product-

nutritional FU

between a range of

nutrients into

group-specific and

foods in general;

account reflecting

thus imprecise to

may be particularly

the general

some extent; can

applicable to meals

nutritional quality

be misleading, for

of food; applicable

example, if a food is

to all kinds of foods

an essential source
of a scarce but
essential nutrient

FNIprot7

g protein

a product-group-

a comparison

takes several

can be misleading,

specific nutritional

between a range of

nutrients relevant

for example, if a

FU

protein sources in

to protein sources

food is an essential

general

into account;

source of a scarce

applicable to all

but essential

protein sources

nutrient

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between protein

comparison in a

nutrients and the

sources in protein

specific situation

fact that protein is

deficiency

a group of amino

situations
g Pufa

acids

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients and the

in Pufa deficiency

specific situation

fact that PUFA is a

situations
g Mufa cis

group of fatty acids

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients and the

in Mufa deficiency

specific situation

fact that MUFA is a

situations
mg Ca

group of fatty acids

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients

in Ca deficiency

specific situation

situations
mg Fe

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients

in Fe deficiency

specific situation

situations
μg Folate

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients

in Fe deficiency

specific situation

situations
mg B2

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients
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in B2 deficiency

specific situation;

situations

can be used
particularly in
planning the
minimum required
amount of animal
based products
within diets rich in
plant-based
products

μg Se

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients

in Se deficiency

specific situation

situations
mg Zn

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients

in Zn deficiency

specific situation;

situations

can be particularly
used in planning
the minimum
required amount of
animal based
products within
diets rich in plantbased products

μg B12

a nutrient-specific

a comparison

allows a focused

ignores other

measure

between products

comparison in a

nutrients

in B12 deficiency

specific situation;

situations

can be used in
planning the
minimum required
amount of animal
based products
within diets rich in
plant-based
products

standardised lunch

a general measure

a comparison

promising model to

is not quite

for comparative

between

be used in practical

univocal; can be

meals

nutritionally

sustainability

misleading if the

corresponding

education, for

real portion a

meals

example in

consumer takes is

canteens

incompatible with
the model plate
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Table 14. A summary of measures for nutrients to be limited and their applicability.
Measure

Character

Purpose

Advantage

Weakness

LIM3

a general measure

a comparison

takes several

is not product-

for nutrients to be

between a range of

nutrients into

group-specific and

limited; including

foods in general; to

account reflecting

thus imprecise to

three nutrients

be used together

the general

some extent; can

with a general

nutritional quality

be misleading, for

nutrient index

of food; applicable

example, if a food is

based on

to all kinds of foods

an essential source

recommended

of a scarce but

nutrients, for

essential nutrient

example NR9, for
defining sustainable
foods
LIM2

a general measure

a comparison

takes several

can be misleading,

for nutrients to be

between a range of

nutrients relevant

for example, if a

limited; including

protein sources in

to protein sources

food is an essential

two nutrients

general; to be used

into account;

source of a scarce

particularly

together with a

applicable to all

but essential

important for

general nutrient

protein sources

nutrient

protein sources

index based on
recommended
nutrients, for
example FINprot7,
for defining
sustainable foods
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6 DISCUSSION
The hypothesis of this dissertation was that nutrition could be taken into
account in a food LCA on the product and the portion scales so that relevant
additional information could be achieved compared to the current LCA
practice. The focus of the work was at a product and portion level because a
primary consumer choice operates in that context. At product level, a
product-group-specific approach was emphasized, and protein source foods
were highlighted as an example of a product group. These starting points
proved to be successful: the methods developed and tested in the dissertation
were justifiable and they provided new insights and results. Focusing on a
product-group-specific approach for protein sources provided a valuable
pathway to establishing advanced nutritional FU to be used in food LCAs and
this has already been applied by other authors (McAuliffe et al., 2018).

6.1 HOW CAN NUTRITION BE INTEGRATED TO FOOD
LCA?
According to the correlation test, the GWP of a product is not dependent on
any measure of nutritional quality (Table 11). This holds true even for protein
due to the low p-value, although a correlation between protein content and
GWP were reasonably high, and thus the test did not support a linear
association between the factors. I did not find a correlation between different
nutrients either (data not shown). The test showed that there is a need for an
integrated method to consider environmental impacts and nutritional quality
in parallel, if it is wanted to take both aspects into account. Thus, it would be
over simplified to suppose that more nutritious foods were more of a burden
on the climate. It would likewise be an over-simplification to say that less
nutritious foods are less of a burden.
According to the results, the inclusion of nutritional data in food LCAs on
the portion scale can be done by using a standardised lunch as an FU. The
standardisation could be based on the lunch plate model and extended by
quantitative definitions, such as a recommended distribution of energy from
proteins, carbohydrates and fatty acids (Table 3). Only quantitative
definitions enable a sensible comparison on a nutrition basis, because there
is significant potential variation of the nutrient content between foods within
parts of the plate model (i.e. main dishes, side dishes, salads, breads and
drinks). In the lunch plate model, the amount of food is illustrated in the
visual parts of the plate and thus the real nutrient content of lunches can
vary.
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A standardised lunch could be used as a general measure in comparisons
between meals (Table 13). It is a promising method for use in sustainability
education for consumers, particularly in practical situations, such as
providing information to customers in canteens, because it is familiar to
most consumers. However, even the information provided based on a
standardised lunch is not quite univocal. It could be misleading if the real
portion that a consumer actually takes from the food line is incompatible
with the model plate and nutritional standardisation. In practical situations
this should be taken into account as the informational material is designed.
An approach to using a standardised lunch (based on the lunch plate
model and further nutritional recommendations) as an FU can be utilised
also in the ecodesing of meals or scanning for alternatives for an ingredient
in the meal or for a life cycle phase of the production-consumption chain
which has a high environmental impact. In such a manner, at first an LCA for
a certain meal could be done and hotspots could be identified. Then
alternatives could be tested. For alternative ingredients, it is important to
adjust the whole meal to still fulfil the definition of the FU, including the
nutritional requirements. Results for home-made and ready-to-eat minced
meat casserole in this dissertation illustrate this kind of situation (although
the replacement of ingredients in ready-to-eat meals was supposedly not
made based on environmental impacts but merely cost): the meat in homemade food was minced beef, but in the ready-to-eat food the meat was
broiler. This difference largely explains the difference in the climate impact
of those meals (Table 10a). Reducing the amount of a component which has a
high environmental impact is another option for ecodesing a meal. In these
cases however, the net reduction of the impact of the meal is always lower
than the decrease in the impact linked to the reduced component, because an
amount of other components has to be increased so that the definition of the
FU is still fulfilled. It is notable that all of modifications to meals (which are
carefully constructed according to the definition of the FU) always mean
moving away from current consumer practices. It is also notable that, the FU
for the meals used in this dissertation already includes requirements that are
not widely met in current meals. Thus, these modifications can be seen
merely as future anticipation rather than a pure comparison of current
meals.
To my knowledge, Article II was the first and still is the only study
utilizing the plate model with further specifications for nutritional features
based on nutritional recommendations interpreted as an FU in a food LCA.
The results from the study are also presented in Virtanen et al. (2011) in
relation to the results of a food LCA based in the IO-LCA approach. Davis
and Sonesson (2008) and Davis et al. (2010) used nutritional
recommendations as a basis for the specification of the nutritional quality of
meals (using a meal as an FU) in the same way as we did in Article II, but
they did not use the actual plate model as a basis for meal construction.
Contrary to our method, other published LCA studies on meals do not
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include nutrition explicitly in the description of a target product or the FU
(see Calderón et al., 2010; Hanssen et al. 2017; Rivera et al. 2014; Rivera and
Azapagic, 2015; Sanfilippo et al., 2012; Sonesson et al., 2005). In other cases,
nutritional aspects have been much more narrowly considered as in
Carlsson-Kanyama (1998), who used standardised energy and protein
contents as a basis for meal construction, or in Jungbluth et al. (2016) who
used the protein content in their conference article.
According to the results of this study, mass-based FUs for individual
nutrients can be used in comparisons between products in a specific
situation, such as when there is a deficiency of a certain nutrient (Tables 12
and 13). A reference amount (RA) for each nutrient, i.e. an amount of
product fulfilling the DRI of the nutrient, should however be used alongside
these FUs, because the RA reveals whether the food product in question is a
reasonable source of the nutrient in the first place. By using these two
measures together it can be assessed if whether a food product is a good and
eco-efficient source of the required nutrient.
A shortcoming of mass-based FUs for individual nutrients is that they
ignore other nutrients, and for proteins and fatty acids, they ignore that these
nutrients are actually a group of substances (Table 13). The composition of
these substances affects the quality of the proteins and fatty acids. These
nutrients should be treated by an approach similar to nutrient indexes, as
Tessari et al. (2016) and Sonesson et al. (2017) did for proteins.
Tessari et al. (2016) used three FUs: 100 g of a product, 13 g of the total
EAAs (corresponding to the DRI of EAAs) and the amount of food
corresponding to the DRI of limiting EAAs. According to their results, large
advantages in the production of crop foods compared to animal foods still
remain, but these decrease remarkably when human requirements for EAAs
are used for reference. They also showed that soybeans are the best source of
overall EAAs considered on a mass-basis (100 g of an edible part of a
product), followed by chicken and beef. This approach is interesting, and it
provides new knowledge into the eco-efficiency of protein sources. The EAA
content is an essential feature of protein sources. The value of the work by
Tessari et al. (2016) however is slightly reduced by their use of dry matter
content as a basis for the calculation of the EAA for plant-based products, but
the fresh weight for meats. Thus, the results are not fully comparable. It also
needs further research to evaluate the (recalculated) results in relation to the
eco-efficiency of foods as a source of other essential nutrients, and in relation
to nutrient indexes, particularly the product-group-specific nutrient index. In
addition to individual foods, Tessari et al. (2016) assessed three
combinations of foods, typically a combination of grains and legumes. This
kind of combination moves towards the plate model, and their results
support the findings in Article II (section 4.2.).
The approach by Sonesson et al. (2017) corrects the mass-based FUs of
the products under study by a specific correction factor. They use the protein
quality index PQI, for the product (for example 1 kg food is equal to (1 * PQI)
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kg of PQI-weighted food). They provide a step-wise process to produce the
PQI for the product, in which the EAA content of a product is proportionate
to the EAAs in the diet in a certain time period. Thus, the PQI illustrates the
importance of the studied product as an EAA provider in the specific dietary
context. According to this, if a product contains EAAs that are lacking in the
diet, the PQI of the product will be higher, and vice versa. It is notable, that
this approach takes into account several amino acids, which together
describe the protein quality of a product, and furthermore, the method
achieves this in the context of the diet. It is thus not a real (or simple)
individual-nutrient-based approach. The real individual nutrient approach
(as used in this dissertation) could also be applied to EAAs. In this
dissertation, however, it was not applied, and so a comparison with Sonesson
et al. (2017) is not truly possible and would need further research.
According to the results, FUs based on a nutrient index consisting of
beneficial nutrients (such as NR9 and FNIprot7) is currently the most suitable
methodology for including nutrition in a food LCA on a product scale (Tables
12 and 13). Thus, I suggest using them as a baseline method for including
nutrition in a food LCA on a product scale. Foods are typically sources of
several nutrients, so by using nutrient indexes it is possible to include several
nutrients in the FUs and thus provide a wider (or general) view of the
nutritional quality of a product into a food LCA in one figure. It also enables
a comparison between products based on nutritional quality. The approach is
compatible with the idea of an FU as a description of the benefits of a product
(i.e. the reason for consuming it). This is because a nutrient index based on
recommended nutrients includes only beneficial nutrients. There are
naturally also other reasons to consume food products than nutrition alone,
but these are beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Both of the types of indexes comprehensively analysed in this
dissertation, namely a general nutrient index (NR9) and a product-groupspecific nutrient index (FNIprot7), can be applied as FUs (Table 13). Their
results however vary, which is discussed further in section 5.5. I suggest
FNIprot7 to be used as an FU in LCAs of protein sources. It is a productgroup-specific index and is designed to be compatible for comparing
products within a product group because it consists of nutrients which are
especially important to this product group in the context of diet. NR9 can be
used to differentiate products across all product categories. This is because it
reflects the general nutritional quality of products in the context of diet. NR9
is more suitable for ready-to-eat products which consist of protein sources
and other types of ingredients.
I chose to use a nutrient index based solely on beneficial nutrients,
although from the point of view of nutrition science, nutrient indexes based
on both recommended and restricted nutrients (e.g. NRF9-3 and FNIprot72) reflect the nutritional quality of a food product better than nutrient
indexes based solely on recommended nutrients (Drewnowski and Fulgoni,
2014). However, validation of nutrient indexes is ultimately based more on
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the statistical association between the nutrient indexes and a healthy diet
(Fulgoni et al., 2009), or expert opinion, than a causal relationship between
the integrated effect of positive and negative nutrients on health (or even the
nutritional impact). The manner in which positive and negative nutrients are
related to each other in formulas for nutrient indexes (i.e. by subtraction, see
section 3.4.4) is arbitrary and is not based on strict or precise science. In a
commonly used formula for indexes, subtracting the mean of portions of
negative nutrients from the daily allowance (DA) of those nutrients from the
mean of portions of the positive nutrients from daily recommended intake
(DRI) in 100 g of a product (section 3.4.4) gives an arbitrary number without
any real meaning. It does not describe the real nutritional quality or impact,
but is just an index score. It apparently reflects the nutritional quality of a
food, but it is not the only way to do so. Naturally, this does not mean that
beneficial and restricted nutrients should not be incorporated in the
identification of sustainable products, as was done in the method I
introduced.
The method introduced in this dissertation is based on a totally different
approach than the suggestion for a nutritional FU by Schau and Fet (2008),
which was for a quality corrected functional unit (QCFU). The QCFU follows
the principles of energy corrected milk (ECM) and the authors suggest that
the contents of fats, carbohydrates and proteins should be corrected by
factors which should be set by nutrition specialists. After almost ten years,
these factors are still lacking. As is discussed in Article III, ECM is not
compatible from the point of view of consumption because some of the fatty
acids in milk are harmful to health rather than beneficial (according to the
current nutrition recommendations at least). So, if the QCFU is to be
developed further, there should be special attention paid to the compatibility
of the approach with the consumers’ point of view. Furthermore, why not use
an established approach to describe the nutritional quality of food, such as
the nutrient indexes, rather than creating a new method?

6.2 WHAT KIND OF QUESTION CAN THESE
APPROACHES ANSWER?
An LCA that includes a standardised lunch as an FU can provide information
on which one of a number of nutritionally corresponding lunches is the most,
or the least, eco-efficient regarding impact categories which are chosen to be
assessed (Tables 10 and 13). The use of the standardised lunch as FU
provides relevant additional information related to the LCA of individual
products, such as meat or vegetables, because it takes nutritional quality of
typical food combination into account instead of individual products.
Individual products are typically not able to provide an adequate nutrient
composition intake alone. This method can determine how large an
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environmental impact will be associated with a specific combination of foods,
particularly when the combination meets nutritional requirements (Tables 10
and 13).
Mass-based FUs for individual nutrients can answer the question of which
one of a range of food products is the most eco-efficient source of a certain
nutrient regarding impact categories which are chosen for assessment
(Tables 10 and 13). This is a particularly valuable feature regarding essential
but scarce nutrients. This is further discussed in section 6.3.2.
It is, however, notable that FUs based on the quantity of protein, as is
presented in this dissertation, does not take amino acids into account,
contrary to Tessari et al. (2016) and Sonesson et al. (2017). Proteins consists
of amino acids, and some of them are essential, but scarce in plant-based
foods, so that to ensure the intake of all of them, two or several foods have to
be consumed at the same time or, at least, on the same day for adults.
Instead, meat contains all of them. This affects comparisons between meat
and plant-based protein sources, but the method I present is not able to
display this difference in the nutritional quality of protein sources. The
relevance of this shortcoming should be evaluated against the entire diet,
because several individual products within a diet may complete the intake of
amino acids so that there may not be a need to obtain all the amino acids
from one product. Even other type of products than typical protein sources
supply significant amounts of proteins, i.e. amino acids such as cereals which
are typically considered as sources of carbohydrates (de Boer et al., 2006).
In general, nutrient indexes enable a comparison between products based
on the nutritional quality. An LCA applying NR9, which is a general nutrient
index, as an FU can determine which one of the products is the most ecoefficient, in general, in the chosen dietary context and regarding the impact
categories which are chosen for assessment (Table 13). This kind of general
nutrient index takes several nutrients into account reflecting the general
nutritional quality of products, and thus I assume it is particularly applicable
to meals and convenience products (ready-to-eat meals), which consist of
protein sources and other types of ingredients. This should, however, be
further evaluated in future studies.
An LCA applying FNIprot7, which is a product-group-specific nutrient
index, as an FU instead, can determine which one of the protein sources is
the most environmentally efficient source of a nutrient typical to protein
sources in the chosen dietary context and regarding the impact categories
which are chosen for assessment (Table 13). This kind of general nutrient
index takes several nutrients into account reflecting the nutritional quality
specific to protein sources.
I suggest FNIprot7 to be used as an FU in the LCA of protein sources. It is a
product-group-specific index and it is designed to be compatible in the
comparison of products within a product group because it consists of
nutrients which are especially important to this product group in the context
of diet. NR9 can be used to differentiate products across all product
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categories as it reflects the general nutritional quality of products in the
context of diet.
It is notable however, that the both of these indexes can be misleading in
some situations. This kind of situation can occur particularly if a product is
an essential source of a scarce but essential nutrient. If the index does not
include this kind of essential nutrient, the assessment will fail to highlight the
nutritional significance of the product. To my knowledge these kinds of
situations, however, do not relate to typical protein sources in Western diets.
For example, vitamin B12 could be this kind of nutrient, if it were not
included in the nutrient index.
I tentatively suggest product-group-specific indexes, such as FNIprot7 for
protein sources, could be used particularly in consumer education or even on
product labels, because they take consumer choice better into account than
the general indexes. However, there should additionally be some
consideration of the nutrients to be limited (see section 6.3.3). Before the
final suggestion, the product-group-indexes should however be validated in
further research.
Finally, it is notable that in the future, new scientific knowledge on the
importance of the food matrix (Fogelholm, 2016; Thorning et al., 2017),
microbes in foods (Derrien and van Hylckama Vlieg, 2015) and the role of
overall diet in shaping the gut microbiome (Portune et al., 2017; Sighn et al.,
2017) may challenge the entire approach of the nutrient indexes. The
composition of indexes to be used as FUs will be challenged also by dietary
change that may be occurring right now, in which demand for plant-based
products has risen, and by an awakening trend to enrich other products than
traditional protein sources with plant-based proteins, such as pasta. During
this development, the borders between product groups may change in a
nutritional sense, but it is unclear whether consumer behaviour will also
change, and how quickly. It is also unclear whether the consumption of
proteins will rise while the intake of some other nutrients declines. The index
approach is suitable for considering these kinds of changes on a product
scale, but it is always linked to a certain dietary context (by the nutrient
composition chosen to be included in the index). We do not know how our
diet will change in the future with the above mention trends, and how the
change will affect the average nutrient intake on a dietary scale. Thus,
nutrient indexes to be used as FUs should be critically evaluated and
adjusted if needed before application in the future so that they will be based
on average future diets.
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6.3 WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION CAN THE
APPROACHES PROVIDE?
6.3.1

RISING AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF FOOD
USING STANDARDISED LUNCH

A standardised lunch as an FU is particularly usable in generic food and
environmental education and counselling because it is well-known and the
visual element makes it easy to understand. The model relates well to
everyday life because food is regularly eaten in combined portions, for
example lunch portions, and it thus has the potential to be effective (based on
an interpretation linked to theories of practice (Warde, 2005)).
I assume however, that relying on purely visual indicators may lead to
deceptive information and guidance if the visual plate model is not adjusted
to a specific meal so that it would take the variation of a portion size of the
different parts of the lunches in relation to different dishes into account. This
is important, because the LCA is based on the specific portion sizes of
different parts of the lunch, and LCA results are often very sensitive to
portion sizes. For example, if nutrition recommendations are followed, a
suitable portion of sausages would be smaller than one of lean meat, because
sausages typically contain more fat and energy than lean meat. Thus, a
portion of sausage should be smaller in a visual lunch-plate-based
communication than a portion of lean meat, but furthermore, other parts of
the lunch should be adjusted accordingly so that the whole lunch fulfills
nutrient recommendation. Similarly, in visual communication a porridgebased meal should be complemented with a slice of bread and a slice of
cheese, for example, to be able to offer sufficiently energy for adolescents (see
more detail in Article II). Amount of these components clearly affect the LCA
results for the entire meal. The result for the environmental impact should
thus be informed for the entire lunch, which is visualised with an adjusted
lunch plate model. With such an information tool, both nutritional and
environmental aspects could be properly and truthfully included in the
educational message. Portion sizes of the components of a lunch should
primarily be based on nutrient recommendations, and the environmental
information should be targeted at those portions together, because together
they form a nutritional entity, i.e. the lunch.
A meal scale approach has an advantage compared to individual foods
particularly related to consumer education and counselling, because it takes
better into account the whole meal, as well as the typical portion sizes and
functions of different foods. In addition, consumers are familiar with the
plate model. The meal approach in the LCA literature is highly diverse with
varied FUs included in the studies. In this dissertation, the definition of an
FU was comprehensive compared to other studies on a meal scale. It was
based on the plate model with further nutritional requirements. Application
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of the plate model means that FUs include all parts of the meal, i.e. the main
dish, salad or vegetable additions, bread and drinks. This approach leads to a
broad conclusion that plant-based meals have lower environmental impacts
(in the categories assessed) than animal-based meals. This is in accordance
with other meal scale studies in the literature (Calderon et al. 2010; CarssonCanyama, 1998; Davis et al, 2010; Sanfilippa et al., 2012). In the literature,
the extent of this difference varies, and our comprehensive approach confers
a smaller difference, in general. Thus, parallel results for environmental
impacts can be obtained by different FU definitions for meals, but our
approach includes nutritional aspect more precisely in the assessment and
this seems to affect the environmental results. Furthermore, our results on
the ranking between home-made meals and ready-to-eat meals is in
accordance with results by Sonesson et al. (2005) who found higher climate
impacts for home-made meals than for ready-to-eat meals, and were in
contrast to results by Rivera et al. (2015) and Hanssen et al. (2017). In this
respect, further research is needed to get a clearer picture of the issue. This is
also related to our finding that the advance of ready-to-eat meals compared
to home-made meals is due to the choice of ingredients more than efficiency
in the other phases in the production-consumption chain, which is somewhat
supported by Davis et al. (2010) who paid attention to energy-efficiency in
the manufacture of vegetable-based ingredients. These two latter aspects
relate, however, to the improvement potential in the production chain rather
than raising sustainability awareness among consumers.
The plate model contains a strong educational message in relation to both
the nutrition and the environmental point of view; in both respects, a change
on habits is needed. However, the use of a nutrient index at the portion level,
as Kägi et al. (2012) did by using two nutrient indexes in an LCA for meals in
their conference article, also provides an interesting approach for further
research. The plate model approach should be evaluated against this method,
and vice versa. The power of using the indexes as FUs is that the outcome is
independent of the portion size; in the case of meals this means
independency for the portion size of a meal entity, not the portion size of
different components in a meal. So, it is notable that nutrient index for a
meal will alter if the portion size of the parts of the meal change.
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6.3.2

OPTIMIZING INTAKE OF SCARCE NUTRIENTS WITH THE
LOWEST ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

According to the results, mass-based FUs for individual nutrients should be
applied restrictedly in the cases of scare but essential nutrients which exist
only in a few food products (Table 13). It is important to include these foods
in the diet (or to take additional nutrient supplements). Vitamin B12 is this
kind of nutrient, for example. By using a mass-based FU for the intake of
B12, the most eco-efficient sources of vitamin B12 can be identified.
According to the results from test calculations, it is Baltic herring followed by
wild fresh water fishes (Table 12).
However, the nutrient content and environmental impact (per 100 g) vary
independently between foods (Table 12), and thus an even more realistic
picture of sustainability of nutrient sources can be reached by using the
nutrition recommendation for the nutrient as a reference amount (RA) to
determine the amount of food needed for fulfilling the recommended intake
(Table 12). If this amount is reasonable, the food product in question is a
good source of the nutrient, and if the environmental impact per a mass unit
of nutrient is also low the product can be regarded as a sustainable source of
this nutrient. For example, according to test results Baltic herring and wild
freshwater fish are good sources of vitamin B12, in addition to having low
GWP (CO2-eq per μg) (Table 12). Thus they can be regarded as the most
sustainable sources for vitamin B12.
I suggest that this approach should not be used as a baseline method for a
food LCA because the LCA results for different products based on massbased FUs for different nutrients may be fully contradictory. According to the
test results (Table 12), the relative climate-efficiency (i.e. CO2-eq/FU) of a
certain food compared to other foods varies depending on what nutrient
forms the basis of the FU. It is thus impossible to draw general conclusions
on the integrated sustainability of products based on this approach.
In the literature, protein has been the most commonly used individual
nutrient as a basis for FUs (g or kg of protein) in food LCA studies (e.g.
Sonesson et al., 2017). Protein is undeniably a very important nutrient
globally; the environmental impacts of animal-based products rich in protein
are among the highest, and the intake of protein is insufficient in many parts
of the world. Furthermore, the role of protein is also crucial in the recent
trend towards more plant-based or even vegan diets to minimize the
environmental impact caused by food consumption. However, I suggest that
even the intake of protein should not be used as a basis for a comparison as it
ignores many important aspects of nutrition. There are some nutritional
risks in the dietary shift towards the vegan diet. For example, in Finland, the
long-term consumption of a vegan diet has been associated with lowered
concentrations of some key nutrients in laboratory measured blood samples
compared to reference values such as vitamins B12 and D, iodine and
selenium (Elorinne et al., 2016). This indicates that a wider range of
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nutrients should be taken into account than just protein. In contrast, vegans
showed more favourable fatty acid profiles, and concentrations of some
polyphenols and eicosapentaenoic acid. The individual nutrient approach (as
used in this dissertation) can be applied to these nutrients to determine the
most eco-efficient means to ensure a sufficient intake of these sensitive
nutrients. In the end, I assume that it may be sensible to consume a
moderate amount of foods associated with high environmental impacts to
ensure an intake of essential nutrients. Also Drewnowski (2015), and Tilman
and Clark (2014) have highlighted this issue.

6.3.3

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SUSTAINABLE AND
UNSUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS BY USING GWP/NUTRIENT
INDEX AND LIM MEASURES

In the end, if/as it is the aim to define sustainable food products, it is also
crucial to incorporate nutrients to be restricted in the assessment. I did it by
using a separate measure, LIM index, for nutrients to be restricted in parallel
with using nutrient index for recommended nutrients as FU, i.e. not
including harmful nutrient in the initial FU (Figures 6 and 7). By including
these three measures on the environmental impacts, and recommended and
restricted nutrients, information on the negative environmental and
nutrition/health impacts and the general nutritional quality of food as a
positive function can be taken into account in the consideration. With this
approach, it can be determined which products could, in general, be included
in a sustainable diet. In this methodology, limit values for the LCA score (per
nutrient index unit) and for the LIM index score must be set.
In parallel to the suggestion on using the FNIprot7 product-group-specific
nutrient index as an FU, I suggest the use of FNIprot7 and LIM2 for
distinguishing sustainable and unsustainable protein sources. The NR9 and
LIM3 indexes can basically be used for all products, but regarding the rawmaterials for food, this comparison is more theoretical, because it compares
all kinds of products with each other regardless their functionality in the
context of diet or consumer behaviour. Thus, it is not quite as suitable for
consumer education or labels on the products or shelves in shops as a
product-group-specific index. These general indexes are more suitable for
sustainability comparison within ready-to-eat products which consist of
protein sources and other types of ingredients.
This method does not include harmful substances other than nutrients to
be limited, although these may occur in food products, such as chemical
residues. Chemical residues can be assessed based on the established human
toxicity impact category in the LCA (Rosenbaum et al., 2008), but there is
not an established method to assess the impact of chemical residues
combined with nutrients. To my knowledge, this kind of assessment has not
been done. Human toxicity is a kind of endpoint impact indicator as such,
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assessing the impact of several chemicals and other substances emitted
during the life cycle of a product on human health, but when the impacts of
food are assessed, the assessment would be even more exhaustive if the
impact of harmful nutrients would also be considered. This is a very topical
issue, because current nutrition science is quickly developing and raising
novel questions, e.g. how different substances and environmental chemicals
affect the human genome (Alissa and Fwerns, 2017) and indirectly human
health. Instead of widening the range of substances affecting human health,
Stylianou et al. (2016) used the endpoint impact indicator in which even the
environmental impacts are subordinate to the health impacts, i.e. they are
one source of health impact, not an independent impact. However,
environmental consideration could also be linked to their approach by using
another endpoint indicator for these impacts, i.e. ecosystem health.
In contrast to my methodological choices, Doran-Browne et al. (2015)
utilized an index consisting of both recommended and restricted nutrients as
FU, namely NRF9-3 (Fulgoni et al., 2009). They compared it with other
metrics, namely t CO2e/t product, t CO2e/t protein and t CO2e/GJ. Despite
the different methodological choice they also concluded, that the
emissions/unit nutrient density (t CO2e/unit nutrient density) was the
preferred metric. They also pointed out that: “The metric emissions/unit
nutrient density has the potential to inform consumer choices regarding
foods that have a higher nutritional content compared with the GHGE
(greenhouse gas emissions) generated, assuming this metric can be
presented to consumers in a clear manner that is easy for consumers to
understand.” These conclusions are basically parallel to my results, but there
is still a fundamental discrepancy. The products in their study were defined
as “saleable products”, for example lean beef, and thus, the products were not
“eatable products”. Nutrient indexes consisting of recommended and
restricted nutrients easily confer a negative value for eatable foods, and thus
they are not suitable for use as an FU. In the work by Doran-Browne et al.
(2015) negative values apparently did not occur. This was probably because
of a system boundary, but it is not a certainty because the calculation details
were not sufficiently described in their article.
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6.4 WHAT PRECONDITIONS AND CHALLENGES DOES
AN ASSESSMENT HAVE WHEN THESE
APPROACHES ARE APPLIED?
6.4.1

SYSTEM BOUNDARIES AND BIO-WASTE

The system boundaries of LCAs can be challenging when the entire life cycle
until the consumption phase is considered. Bio-waste, particularly household
waste and leftovers, can affect the nutritional service of products. Waste from
the production chain affecting environmental performance can quite easily
and reliably be incorporated into the material flow analysis forming a basis
for an LCA, but how can household waste and leftovers be taken into
account? Household waste particularly affects the environmental impact of
food, while plate leftovers affect both the environmental and the nutritional
impact.
It seems that the amount of household waste varies between foods: more
waste from vegetables than meat products, for example (Silvennoinen et al.,
2014). Should this waste be included in the environmental impact of a
product, or should it be considered separately (as an impact assessment of
consumption patterns or household practises)? This naturally depends on a
scope of the study.
Theoretically, two types of bio-waste flows there can be divided: (at least
almost) unavoidable and avoidable bio-waste. Unavoidable bio-waste refers
to flows that are produced in minimum to provide (guarantee) the food
service in question, for example pan or pot leftovers. Avoidable bio-waste
relates more to insufficient management and unconcerned or routinized
habits. For example plate leftovers can be either of them.
I suggest that unavoidable bio-waste flows should always be included in
the environmental impact assessment of a product (or portion), at least.
However, this flow does not provide a nutritional service, because it is not or
will not be eaten, and thus, I suggest, nutrients that are included in this flow
should not be included in a nutritional FU.
Avoidable bio-waste is more complicated issue. Depending on the scope
of the study, they may be sensible to be included in the impact assessment of
a product in a case study in the same way than unavoidable bio-waste. This
means that the life cycle of the product would be completed by consumption
phase. On the other hand, they might be sensible to be separated from the
“nutritional service” (meaning intake of nutrients, eating) to be a part of
“food provision” (meaning practises to get food for eating), for example, if
the scope of the study is to consider the environmental impacts of various
household practices. This kind of separation is challenging, but would be
beneficial to be carried out so that possibilities for environmental
improvement would be revealed. In any case, nutrients in bio-waste should
of course not be included in nutritional FU, because they are not eaten.
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In this dissertation, household waste is not included in the LCAs of the
case products or meals, with the exception of school meals in Article II where
bio-waste in a canteen was included. However, the share of bio-waste from
the environmental impacts of school meals was not analysed. It would
require further research to determine how much the inclusion of bio-waste in
different circumstances would affect the results.

6.4.2

A NEED TO IDENTIFY THE REFERENCE FLOW

According to the test calculation, defining a reference flow (RF) is crucial
when an index approach is applied because the nutrient index score uses as
FU does not directly imply a quantity of a product. The RF, however,
describes a quantity of the product needed to provide a unit of the nutrient
index. Given that the quantity of food relates to the every-day life of
consumers and is easy to understand, the RF makes the final environmental
impact/nutrient index scores easier to understand and compare to the scores
of other products. It is important to show both of these measures, the
environmental impact/nutrient index and the RF for unit of nutrient index.
In comparison, currently in the most commonly applied LCA practice, i.e. the
use of mass-based FUs, the quantity of food is obvious as it is equal to the
FU. In the interpretation of the results, the RF alongside the environmental
impact/nutrient index could alter conclusions; a lower RF could, to some
extent, compensate for a high environmental impact/nutrient index score
because a smaller amount of food would be needed to fulfil a nutritional
recommendation, and vice versa, a higher RF could reduce the significance of
a low environmental impact/nutrient index score. In addition, the
identification of an RF makes it possible to calculate the LIM index for a food
to be integrated with a score from the environmental impact/nutrient index.
Thus, the RF has a very important role in drawing up the final results and
conclusions on the sustainability of food products.
It is equally, or even more, important to use an RF in a case using a mass
unit as an FU for individual nutrients. In this context a product with a very
low environmental impact per kg and a low content of the nutrient at hand
could incur a substantially low score for the environmental impact per massunit of the nutrient. The product could however be only a poor source of that
nutrient, and thus the nutrient would need to be obtained from a very large
amount of that product or other source. Thus, the product does not
necessarily have an actual environmental benefit compared to other
products. To avoid this kind of misinterpretation, it is necessary to offer
information on the portion size. This can be done by providing an RF for the
DRI. This measure describes how large an amount of a product would be
needed to fulfil the daily recommended intake for the nutrient at hand. The
interpretation of an RF as a sensible portion is, however, not straightforward.
In the interpretation, it should be taken into account that potentially there
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are also other sources for that nutrient and that typical portion sizes vary
among the foods.

6.4.3 DATA QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Based on evaluation and test calculations, data quality is one of the
preconditions for and challenges in achieving good quality LCA applications
linking nutrition into the assessment. I suggest that data on nutrition,
particularly the nutrient content of a product, should be level with the
activity data for environmental assessment for the sake of accuracy.
According to the LCA standards (ISO14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006),
primary data (i.e. chain-specific data) should be emphasized particularly
regarding phases of the production chain which are responsible for the main
environmental impacts. For example, the ILCD (EC/JRC, 2010) follows this
rule by requiring the use of primary data on primary production in food
LCAs, from which most environmental impacts originate. In contrast to this,
more practical guidelines, such as the PAS2050 and product category rules
(PCRs) related to environmental product declaration (EPD) systems, often
require the use of primary data related to core processes (i.e. phases that are
under the direct control of the LCA practitioner/orderer), but the use of
secondary data (general data from databases and statistics, for example) is
often allowed for other phases of the life cycle of the product – regardless of
their contribution to the environmental impacts of the product. This is based
more on practicality than methodological relevance, or validity.
In addition, according to the LCA standards (ISO14040:2006; ISO
14044:2006), the data requirements in an LCA application should be set
according to the scope of the study. In my view primary and secondary data
could both be used but in different kinds of studies. A study for supporting
policy-making would be based on national statistics etc., while assessing the
environmental performance of a certain product in a specific production
chain should be based on primary data from that chain and for the
nutritional performance based on that product. In that sense, when doing an
assessment for a certain product I suggest, the nutrient content of a product
should be determined based on laboratory measurements of a product, not
based on database. Data from databases should be used with caution,
because the manner of production, cultivation variety and climate, for
example, affect the nutritional quality of agricultural products. These also
influence the data in national nutrient databases. It may seem that food
composition databases, such as Fineli® in Finland, include product-specific
data, but much of this data is based on calculations, not on laboratory
analysis of the actual products. Thus, choices between practices or inputs in
the production chain do not necessarily affect the nutrient content figures.
Data from databases can, instead, safely be used in more general applications
referring to average products, for example.
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The methodologies introduced in this dissertation can be applied in a
general level assessment based on secondary data and a production-chainspecific assessment based on primary data. It is, however, important that the
primary data should be used for the nutritional data if the assessment is done
on the product-specific level, as is said above. This kind of assessment relates
typically, for example, product labelling.
It should be noted that I used data from the Fineli® (THL, 2017) food
composition database in my test calculations. Thus, the results are not
necessarily compatible with the actual products from the specific production
chains.

6.5 DO DIFFERENT APPROACHES RESULT IN
DIFFERENT OUTCOMES AND INTERPRETATION OF
THE CLIMATE IMPACT OF FOOD PRODUCTS?
In Table 12, there is a summary of the results for a set of products based on
the different product-level approaches to provide an insight into how the
different approaches result in differing outcomes and interpretations. In
Table 10 instead, there is a summary of results for a set of meals based on a
standardised lunch as an FU.
In the literature as well as the common scientific and popular discourse,
the message has been clear when reasoning for sustainable food
consumption and sustainable food products: one should avoid meat and
other animal-based foods, particularly beef, because beef has by far the
greatest environmental impact and plant-based protein rich products are
substantially less of an environmental burden (e.g. Carlsson-Kanyama and
Gonzalez, 2009; Notarnicola et al., 2017b; Steinfeld et al., 2006). Thus, red
meat, particularly beef and also milk products could be defined as
unsustainable (in contrast to sustainable products). Additionally, nutrition
recommendations have encouraged consumers to shift towards more plantbased foods, and particularly to restrict red mead (i.e. beef, mutton, pork
etc.). Some nutritionists have however raised questions concerning whether
this orientation risks an intake of some essential nutrients on average or in
relation to special-groups of consumers (e.g. Buttriss and Riley, 2013). Well,
does it? Basically, the question calls for an assessment of environmental
impacts and nutrient content on a dietary scale (see e.g. Payne et al., 2016),
but the product scale methods introduced in this dissertation can also help
answer the question.
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6.5.1

INFLUENCE OF USING INDIVIDUAL NUTRIENT - OR NUTRIENT
INDEX -BASED FU

According to the data, beef and mutton have the largest GWP per 100 g of
product, followed by other animal-based products, except eggs and rainbow
trout (which is cultivated fish). Plant-based products and particularly wild
fish have the lowest GWP (Table 12). According to the results, by using the
nutrient index FNIprot7, beef and mutton do better in relation to other
animal-based products. Emmental cheese, with a relatively high fat content,
has the largest GWP per unit for the nutrient index, while nuts, beans and
seeds and particularly wild fish have again the lowest GWP. However,
looking at the reference flows (RF) in Table 12, it can be seen that these vary
considerably between products within the products groups 1) meat, cheese
and eggs, 2) fish and 3) nuts, beans and seeds. The RF shows how large a
quantity of a product is needed to get one unit of the nutrient index for the
product. In other words, it describes the nutrient density of a product: the
higher the RF is the less nutrient dense the product is (in relation to
nutrients included in the nutrient index at hand). In principle, the best
product in terms of its nutrient content compared to its climate impact has
the lowest GWP per unit of the nutrient index and the lowest RF, while the
worst product in terms of its nutrient content compared to its climate impact
has the largest GWP and the highest RF. So, based on that, hemp seed might
be the best product and Emmental cheese certainly is the worst product in
terms of its nutrient content compared to its climate impact in Table 12, but
it would need further research to fully understand the whole picture.
Furthermore, I claim that the reference amount (RA, g) for the daily
recommended intake (DRI) is a very important factor when analysing GWPs
per mass-based unit for single nutrients. For example, the Baltic herring is by
far the best source of vitamin B12 taking both GWP and RA into account.
Notably, plant-based products do not contain vitamin B12, and so they are
the least eco-efficient sources of it. Other wild fish foods, instead, also do well
as 90 g for a daily intake is very reasonable (particularly compared to other
sources, for example broiler slices). Interestingly broiler does well with
vitamin B12 compared to beef, but poorly with Fe. Hemp seeds are the most
effective source of Fe, but the question is, whether 110 g is a suitable portion
for hemp seed. The answer obviously depends on the individual diet.
Finally, comparing the GWP and related RA for products in relation to
protein it can be seen that beef is a good source of protein with its lowest RA,
but it has the highest GWP per gram of protein (Table 12). For comparison,
the lowest GWP per gram of protein is for wild fish foods. The RAs for fish
range between 420 and 530, which are rather high but still acceptable as
protein is not a rare nutrient, as there are plenty of sources of proteins.
Nevertheless, the conclusion about which products should be included in a
sustainable diet is not self-evident based on these results. It would require an
assessment on a dietary scale. I highlight that a product scale comparison
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should be made with caution, and never solely based on the GWP per any of
the mass-based units.
When drawing conclusions, it is notable however that the beef model
applied in the study was based on combined production, which is a much
more efficient method than specialised beef production. For comparison, the
GWP for Finnish beef from specialised production is approximately 5.51 kg
CO2-eq per 100 g (screening based on data from Saarinen et al. (2016)),
which is a little bit high compared to the values presented in the literature,
but still in accordance with the highest published values (de Vries et al.,
2015). With such a large GWP, beef from specialised production has by far
the highest climate impact regardless of the FU, assuming that the nutrient
content would be equal regardless of the source of feed. This detail, however,
highlights reduction potential relates to production practices particularly
linked to animal-based foods which currently have high environmental
impacts in several impact categories.

6.5.2

INFLUENCE OF USING METHOD TO DEFINE SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTS AND STANDARDISED LUNCH

There are two points where a product-group-specific method to
distinguishing sustainable and unsustainable products produces results that
clearly vary from common claims: these are for wild fish and beef (Figure 6).
Wild fish is usually regarded as both an eco-friendly and healthy food. Dishes
made from wild fish have low GWP/FNIprot7 scores also in this dissertation,
but interestingly many of them have the highest scores for the LIM2 index
(Table 12). Thus they are the most unsustainable in the range of products
assessed in this dissertation in relation to harmful nutrients. In this context,
the preparation manner greatly affects the results, for instance frying in
butter has a severely negative impact on the scores. If wild fish foods had
been fried with vegetable oil or prepared in another way without using any
fat for frying, the final results would have been much better, and probably
these fish dishes would have been identified as sustainable food products. In
this dissertation, frying in butter was chosen as the preparation manner for
wild fish, because it is a typical way to prepare wild fish as a food in Finland.
It is valued very highly in Finnish cuisine. However, these results for fish
foods highlight the importance of also taking the preparation phase into
account.
In contrast to a common claim, fried beef may even be regarded as a
sustainable food product when the assessment method based on productgroup-specific nutrient indexes is used (Figure 6). Indeed, it does not have
the highest score for the GWP per nutrient index unit (Table 12). These are
new insights into the sustainability of food. The conclusion is however very
sensitive to the thresholds set for the GWP per nutrient index unit and the
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LIM index, and values for the GWP per kg of various products is discussed in
the previous section regarding the production manner of beef.
According to the results above, it is clear that beef particularly, in addition
to hemp seeds, Hazelnuts and soybeans, would benefit from the inclusion of
nutrition criteria in food LCA on a product scale. The same issue can partly
be seen at a more general level also on the portion scale, where nutrition is
included in the food LCA in a different manner. Mixed home-made lunches
resulted in just 2-6 times more potential climate and eutrophication impacts
than vegetarian and vegan lunches (Table 10). In comparison, the climate
impact of beef is 15-fold compared to soybeans (without impacts from land
use change) as an uncooked food ingredient in a kilo-basis assessment
(Saarinen et al., 2011).
According to the assessment on the portion scale, the choice of salad also
makes a substantial difference from the point of view of the climate impact
due to greenhouse production compared to outdoor production (Table 10).
The choice of starch, even rice, was without major implications in the context
of the plate model, due mostly to variation in (typical) portion sizes. These
issues are rarely reported in the literature in the context of meals, or eatable
products, i.e. food in a cooked form.
Based on these results, on one hand, including the product system until
an eatable product is produced, including the preparation phase is crucially
important. On other hand it is equally important to include a combination of
foods with different roles in nutrition in the assessment so that the whole
picture of the climate impact can be seen. The implications of this aspect
should be investigated in more detail on a diet scale: i.e. to what extent beef
and other products with high climate impacts and a high nutritional value
per kg are relevant for inclusion in the sustainable diet. Diet optimization by
linear programming is one option for doing this, and this has already been
seen in some studies (Gephart et al., 2016; Song et al., 2017; Tyszler et al.,
2014).
Furthermore, the ready-to-eat lunches in this study resulted interestingly
in less potential impact on the climate than the equivalent home-made
lunches more because of raw material choices than energy consumption
(Table 10). This is in accordance with the study by Rivera et al. (2014). We
may live in a world where economies of scale are already being exceeded, at
least from the point of view of the environment impacts, but it may also
reflect the situation with (direct) economic benefits as well, because ecoefficiency is often in accordance with economic efficiency. This area would
need further research regarding the use of resources, the environment and
nutrition (nutrient contents of foods processed in different ways).
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7 CONCLUSIONS
7.1

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The analysis in this dissertation supports the hypothesis “Nutrition can be
taken into account in the food LCA on the product and the portion scales so
that relevant additional information can be achieved compared to the current
LCA practice”. The main conclusion is that nutrition can, and also should, be
taken into account in versatile ways in the food LCA. It should be done on
every scale of consideration and by a manner depending on the scope and
goal of the study.
The dissertation studied different ways to link nutrition into the food LCA
on the product and portion scales. It introduced new promising methods to
achieve this on both scales. The new methods are based on 1) the nutrient
indexes and 2) the lunch plate model with a specification of nutritional
quality based on nutrient recommendations. These were used as FUs. In
addition, an approach with 3) mass-based FUs for individual nutrients was
analysed. Each assessment manner has its own strength, and vice versa none
of the methods can provide an all-inclusive understanding.
In particular, the nutrient index approach introduced is new and unique.
It combines a nutrient index based on recommended nutrients used as an FU
considering an RF with the results from an environmental impact/nutrient
index assessment and the separate use of a nutrient index based on restricted
nutrients (the LIM indexes). By carrying out this assessment, sustainable
food products can be distinguished from unsustainable ones.
The approach based on the use of the plate model, with a specification of
nutritional quality based on nutrient recommendations, used as an FU is also
unique. This is usable particularly in general sustainability education for
consumers, and it could be developed further to be applied also in personal
nutrition and sustainability counselling in respect of food consumption.
To my knowledge, the use of mass-based FUs for individual nutrients is
evaluated extensively for the first time in this dissertation. Previously, it has
been only occasionally applied to some nutrients, particularly to protein, but
not to a range of nutrients. An advantage of the approach is particularly in
that it can be used to identify the most eco-efficient sources of scarce
nutrients, such as vitamin B12 or Fe. It might be able to be utilized also in the
assessment of eco-efficiency sources of EAAs.
Dealing with the linkage between nutrition and the environmental
impacts on a product and meal scale is relevant from the point of view of
making a purchasing decision. The approaches are also linked to the diet
level by specific features of the methods or on a knowledge-basis. However,
to gain an overall picture of the nutrition, health and the environmental
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impacts of food consumption, a comprehensive assessment on a dietary scale
is needed.
Interaction and cooperation between environmental and nutrition
specialists will play a crucial role in the development of an integrative
method to link nutritional aspects into a food LCA. In this dissertation this
has been achieved by involving two nutrition professors (with expertise in
public health and food chemistry) in the development of the index approach,
and a consumer scientist in the development process of the plate model
approach, alongside environmental and life cycle specialists. This fruitful
interaction has had a remarkable influence on the developed methods. For
example, in the index approach, from the point of view of nutrition science, a
nutrient index consisting of recommended and restricted nutrients is a basic
starting point, but from the LCA point of view it is sensible to separate these
aspects into two different indexes, because one of them represents a benefit
from the consumption of a product and the other represents in turn a
disadvantage. Regarding the standardised lunch, the theories of practice
from consumer science was the starting point for the study. According to it,
the consumer education should be anchored in the everyday life of the
consumer, and thus the plate model was selected as the basis for an FU.
Interaction between environmental, nutrition and food science is crucial
also in the further development of food LCA methods. Nutrition science
constantly produces new and more precise knowledge about human
nutritional needs, as well as the impact of various nutrients and other food
components on human health. Food science, in turn, provides new and more
precise knowledge on nutrients and other component of various food items.
Some of these can affect human health so much that they should be included
in the FUs, if they are beneficial to health. This can be done either alone (in
the individual nutrient approach) or together with other components (in the
index approach). In the case of harmful components, these should be
considered separately as has been done in this dissertation. Food science also
produces new food ingredients, for example, from the side flows of the food
and other industries. Foods containing these ingredients have potentially
different health and the environmental impacts than existing foods.
I focused mainly on products and meals in this dissertation. However, the
diet is the most important level from the point of view of public health and
consumers in the sense that the health impacts caused by nutrition emerge
only in the context of the entire diet. In the same way, the environmental
impacts of food consumption should be considered on a dietary scale because
the environmental impacts are relevant only on large scale. However, food
choices are made at a product and meal level, and thus it is sensible and
relevant to provide information at that level.
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7.2

FUTURE RESEARCH

There are still several issues to be dealt with in linking the environmental and
nutritional aspects of food in sustainability assessments. These aspects relate
to product scale, meal scale and diet scale assessments.
In product scale assessments, the methodology developed and tested in
this dissertation should be applied more widely to protein sources using
accurate data and a wider range of impact categories to ensure the
applicability of the methodology. In addition, the corresponding productgroup-specific approach should be developed, validated and applied also to
an LCA for other product groups. The composition of product-group-specific
indexes should be elaborated from the point of view of amino acids in protein
sources and secondary metabolites for vegetables, fruits and berries, for
example. In this development, the question is what level of nutrient
composition in the nutrient index can sufficiently differentiate products
within product groups, taking both the nutritional value and environmental
impacts into account. The composition of such indexes, and also general
nutrient indexes, should always be based on the state of public nutrition if
the index is to be used in consumer education with the aim of steering the
consumption of food in a particular direction. The nutrient index should
consist of the most important nutrients for the product group, but also
highlight nutrients whose intake is at an insufficient level. In some
circumstances some weighting might also provide opportunities to balance
different nutrients in the nutrient index. Currently the most used nutrient
indexes are based on the equal weighting of different nutrients, but in fact,
nutrients are not equally important in respect to human health, at least in a
short time span. For example, a deficiency of protein causes more severe
impacts in general than some micronutrients. In Western societies, protein
deficiency hardly exists, but in some other parts of the world deficiency of
protein is a severe problem. These issues should be addressed in future
research.
In respect to identifying sustainable food products, there are two main
issues to be addressed in future developments. First, it is important to set a
threshold value for the environmental impact/nutrient index values and LIM
values. In this dissertation, tentative threshold values for the GWP/nutrient
index and for LIM/RF(nutrient index) were set, but these should be critically
evaluated in future research, as presented in Section 4.5, and robust
thresholds should be set by interdisciplinary collaboration.
Furthermore, the approach of using mass-based FUs for individual
nutrients should be evaluated further. The approach might also be possible to
utilize in the assessment of eco-efficiency sources of EAAs or secondary
metabolites, for example.
Regarding a meal scale assessment, the use of the general nutrient index
for meals and convenience products (ready-to-eat meals) which consist of
protein sources and other types of ingredients should be evaluated. I assume
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this would be particularly applicable because meals typically include a wider
set of nutrients than individual products and thus they should also meet
nutrition requirements at a more general level. In future research, this
approach should be evaluated also in relation to the plate model.
Finally, there is still a need for further research on the environmental
impacts related to foods to replace or complement meat and other animalbased products, also in the context of diet. Thus, there is currently a lot of
research going on internationally into dietary level impact assessments,
including the environmental, the nutrition and the health impacts, and such
research should be ongoing in Finland, too. Among other crucial issues, also
in research on a dietary scale, it is important to include the product system
required to achieve eatable products, including the preparation phase, so that
all the ingredients and energy use are taken into account.
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